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Summary

Oslo Monitor 1.0 was released in January 2018 by The Think Tank Skaperkraft. The
report accounts for the spiritual situation, social suffering and cultural challenges in Oslo.
The data presented in the report are given a probability distribution with corresponding
parameter estimates. The specified marginal distributions only provide insight concerning
the individual nature of the variables. The goal is to include the marginal distributions in
an interaction model to account for the interplay among the variables as well. The concept
of copulas is introduced to derive the interaction model. From the interaction model a
sequential simulation algorithm is developed for categorical variables with either a bino-
mial or multinomial distribution. The algorithm generates a realization of the population
in a city called Lilleby. Biplots visualize the dependence assumed between the variables
included in the interaction model. The realized population of Lilleby reflects both the
marginal distributions from Oslo Monitor 1.0 and the dependence assumed to exist.

The population of Lilleby participates in a statistical survey with questionnaires. The
questionnaire is distributed to a representative and stratified sample of Lilleby residents.
Data collection deals with two major types of correction: Stratification and bias correc-
tion. Stratification is enforced when the questionnaires are distributed. But some gen-
der, age groups or districts might be over- or underrepresented in the responses and must
be weighted to restore the stratification. The weights are set by solving the prevailing
minimization problem by Lagrange multipliers. A likelihood model expresses the psy-
chological aspects of answering a questionnaire, such as potential prejudices. We apply
a posterior model to the responses to correct for bias from potential prejudices. The re-
sponse sample is evaluated by its sensitivity to the stratification and bias correction by the
comparison of proportion estimates. Bias correction has major impact on the centering of
the proportion estimates. The centering can be further improved by stratification but on the
expense of somewhat larger spread. The bias corrected proportion estimate compared to
the stratified and bias corrected proportion estimate by their RMSE calls them even. Still,
the stratified and bias corrected proportion estimate is centered closest to the true Lilleby
proportion compared to the bias corrected proportion estimate. The stratification model
and, especially, the bias correction model appear as effective tools to correct for skewness
in a response sample and to deal with the bias caused by potential prejudices in a statistical
survey including the subjectivity and unpredictable behaviour of humans.
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Sammendrag

Oslo Monitor 1.0 ble publisert i januar 2018 av Tankesmien Skaperkraft. Rapporten
beskriver den åndelige situasjonen, den sosiale smerten og de kulturelle utfordringene i
Oslo. Data presentert i rapporten tildeles en sannsynlighetsfordeling med tilhørende pa-
rameterestimater. De definerte marginalfordelingene gir innsikt i den individuelle naturen
til variablene. Vi ønsker å inkludere marginalfordelingene i en interaksjonsmodell slik
at også samspillet mellom variablene kan beskrives. Interaksjonsmodellen utledes ved
hjelp av copula-konseptet. Vi bruker en sekvensiell simuleringsalgoritme laget for kate-
goriske variabler med en binomisk eller multinomisk fordeling til å simulere en realisert
befolkning av Lilleby. Biplot visualiserer den antatte avhengigheten mellom de inkluderte
variablene i interaksjonsmodellen. Den realiserte Lilleby reflekterer marginalfordelingene
fra Oslo Monitor 1.0 i tillegg til den antatte avhengigheten.

Innbyggerne i Lilleby deltar i en statistisk undersøkelse ved å svare på et spørreskjema.
Spørreskjemaet sendes ut til et representativt og stratifisert utvalg av innbyggere. Ved en
datainnsamling oppstår behovet for to hovedtyper korreksjon: Stratifisering og korreksjon
av usikkerhet i svarene. Noen kjønn, aldersgrupper eller bydeler vil kunne være over- eller
underrepresentert i utvalget som responderer på spørreskjemaet. Vi ønsker å gjenopprette
et stratifisert respondentutvalg og dette gjøres ved at alle innsamlede spørreskjema vektes.
Vektene bestemmes ved å løse det aktuelle minimeringsproblemet ved hjelp av Lagrange-
multiplikatorer. En rimelighetsmodell uttrykker det psykologiske aspektet som spiller inn
når spørreskjemaer fylles ut. Vi ønsker å korrigere for usikkerheten som oppstår i svarene
på grunn av dette. Derfor anvendes en posteriori-modell på de innsamlede spørreskje-
maene. Respondentutvalget evalueres ved å se hvor sensitive de innsamlede spørreskje-
maene er til korreksjon ved hjelp av stratifisering og korreksjon av potensielle usikkerheter
i svarene. Dette gjøres ved å sammenligne fire ulike estimerte andeler. Usikkerhetskor-
reksjon er avgjørende for riktig sentrering av de estimerte andelene. Sentreringen kan
forbedres ytterligere ved stratifisering, men på bekostning av større spredning. Den es-
timerte usikkerhetskorrigerte andelen kommer like godt ut som den estimerte andelen som
både er stratifisert og usikkerhetskorrigert når deres RMSE sammenlignes. Ved å kun
sammenligne sentreringen til disse to estimatene, presterer den stratifiserte og usikkerhet-
skorrigerte best. Korreksjon av respondentutvalget ved hjelp av stratifisering og korrek-
sjon av potensielle usikkerheter i svarene synes å være effektive verktøy. De korrigerer
for svarskjevheter og usikkerhet i svarene som oppstår i en statistisk undersøkelse hvor
menneskers uforutsigbare atferd er involvert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To understand human behaviour and opinions is a complex challenge that occurs in social
science. It is hard to define relevant aspects to account for when combining complex
personalities with individual experiences. To generalize and conclude on what to be true
is even harder. In addition, there is a lot of uncertainty connected to the collection of
responses as humans by nature want to portray themselves in a good light. Still, it is
worth trying to get insight to the human behaviour and opinions, as it might give useful
information. Both qualitative and quantitative approaches may be used depending on the
goal. Either approach includes a process starting with some sort of preparation, followed
by the collection of data, an analysis of the data and then a presentation of the research as a
report. The goal of the preparation is to decide on a problem to look into and why. As this
study intends to present the statistical aspect of social science, the quantitative approach is
used.

1.1 Problem and Motivation
A typical problem in social science is to monitor the situation of a city or area by different
factors. This is done in Oslo Monitor 1.0, which is a report that was released in January
2018 by The Think Tank Skaperkraft in cooperation with church leaders in Oslo. The
target groups are church leaders and leaders of Christian organizations. Still, the findings
probably are interesting for a wider range of readers.

1.1.1 Introduction to Oslo Monitor 1.0
The report accounts for the spiritual situation, social suffering and cultural challenges in
Oslo and provides the base for decisions concerning activities supporting the ultimate goal:
Make Oslo an even better city to live in for everybody (Talset, 2018).
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Spiritual Situation

The factors considered regarding the Christian spiritual situation are the population’s atti-
tudes towards religion, involvement in a Christian community and Bible usage. The dif-
ferent attitudes tells if a person believes in God or not and/or define themself as a personal
Christian or not. The level of involvement is measured by the number of people attend-
ing activities at church weekly. Bible usage is measured by how often a person reads the
Bible. The report also accounts for the distribution of churches in the different districts,
their challenges and an overview of new churches that have been planted the last 15-25
years.

Social Suffering

Important factors considered for depicting social suffering are loneliness, child neglect,
child poverty, life expectancy, divorce and social differences measured by disability, in-
come and education. The report accounts for the number of people finding themselves
lonely, children that are in need of foster care, children raised in a home of low income,
the expected lifetime when a child is born and the number of children experiencing their
parents getting a divorce. The social differences between the districts in the east and the
west of the city are also quantified.

Cultural Challenges

The cultural challenges monitor mindsets and attitudes inspired by the trends in the so-
ciety and their patterns. The spheres involved are: Media, high school drop-outs, illegal
employment and volunteering. The report looks into the number of teenagers not finishing
high school within five years as well as the amount of illegal employment in Norway. At
last an insight in the volunteering culture is given.

Action Points

The report seeks to present the current situation within the three main areas in Oslo. As a
result of the analysis the report proposes some actions to take in the upcoming years within
each of the three main areas:

• There is a need for establishing a strategy for church planting and reaching people
with the gospel the next 15-20 years. Moreover the use of the Bible among the
church members and the population should be stimulated.

• The churches should reach out for people finding themselves lonely.

• Information and training with respect to being a foster care is needed. Parents should
be informed and guided to preclude and support the children. Support should be
given to those working to prevent teenagers from dropping out of high school.

• An effort to change the attitudes towards illegal employment is needed. Moreover
the business should be encouraged to be more purpose driven and to spend resources
to finance social and religious volunteering.

2



Collection of Data

The discussion in the report is based on data from secondary sources like Statistics Norway
(SSB), Norwegian Institute of Public Health (FHI), KIFO, IPSOS MMI, NOVA, PISA,
NLA Gimlekollen and the municipality of Oslo. In addition, a questionnaire was dis-
tributed to church leaders in Oslo in January 2017; whereas 31 out of 164 replied. A col-
lection of the number of church attendees in various churches in Oslo was done directly
during the autumn of 2017. The findings in Oslo Monitor 1.0 are descriptive representa-
tions of the different factors, or variables, considered in the report. A further analysis of
the report is the object of interest in chapter 3.

1.1.2 Introduction to Lilleby Monitor
Oslo Monitor 1.0 is the inspiration for this master’s thesis. But since the available data in
Oslo Monitor 1.0 originate from different data sources, the interactions between the vari-
ables are not accounted for. Hence, the only available insight comes from the individual
or univariate variables. A data set should include data on multiple variables collected on
the same person, to get insight to the interactions among variables.

The relevant variables in Oslo Monitor 1.0 are given parametric distributions. The idea
is to generate a realization of the population of a city, Lilleby. This is done by a statistical
model that models the interplay among the variables. Insight into the interactions can be
obtained by simulating a true Lilleby and discuss the results from Oslo Monitor 1.0 relative
to the simulated Lilleby.

Further we simulate and distribute questionnaires to the residents of the realized Lilleby.
Their answers with all their subjectivity make up the primary data. Correction models are
applied and the effect is measured and compared by proportion estimates. This is the idea
behind Lilleby Monitor.

The ultimate goal is inspired by Oslo Monitor 1.0: To describe the social and spiritual
situation for the sake of indicating the primary needs in the different districts of Lilleby.

1.2 Data Collection and Method
To model the interactions of variables, inspired by Oslo Monitor 1.0, a multivariate statis-
tical model has to be used. The multivariate Gaussian distribution is commonly used to
handle big data sets where multiple variables are included. Still, it is not always applica-
ble. This is the case when the outcomes of the individual variables and the interactions
between them are not continuous. A multinomial distribution could be the answer. But
as any other distribution it can only model the nature of the variables if its parameters are
known or can be estimated from an existing data set.

Based on the concept of copulas, strategies have been developed to model data when
the only available information comes from univariate variables. The strategies work fine
for continuous or discrete variables. But for categorical variables it is more complicated.
Hence, options are lacking as to model categorical data. Based on the concept of pair-
copula constructions, we develop a sequentially computing strategy to simulate categorical

3



bi- or multivariate data. The strategy accounts for the relevant interactions between the
variables.

Lilleby is the simulated town where the residents follow the interaction model. A
questionnaire is distributed to the realized population of Lilleby. We apply a likelihood
model to the responses. This is done to express the psychological aspects that might affect
the responses of a questionnaire. Data collection deals with two major types of correction:
Stratification and bias correction. We develop a stratification model to enforce a stratified
sample of Lilleby and a posterior model to correct for bias from potential prejudices in the
responses.

The goal of the distributed questionnaire is to monitor the true state of the popula-
tion of Lilleby by the use of stratification and bias correction. Hence, the effect of the
unpredictable behaviour of humans is to some extent limited.

1.3 Outline
The following chapter introduce the statistical definitions and models we use through-
out the study. Chapter 3 contains a presentation of a statistical analysis of Oslo Monitor
1.0. In chapter 4 some general characteristics are introduced and defined. The interaction
model used to account for interplay among the included variables is derived. Additionally,
the simulation of Lilleby is carried out and dependence among the variables is visualized.
Chapter 5 introduces the extensive process behind every questionnaire. As well as the con-
cepts of stratification and likelihood modelling of the psychological aspects of answering
a questionnaire. The response sample of Lilleby is simulated and evaluated by its sensi-
tivity to the stratification and posterior model, by the comparison of proportion estimates.
Chapter 6 yields some concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2

Statistical Definitions and Models

We introduce some basic statistical terminology and definitions. Relevant statistical mod-
els are presented and an introduction to statistical inference is included. Notation and
definitions are inspired by Walpole et al. (2012), Geer (2019) and Casella and Berger
(2002).

2.1 Random Variable and Sample Space
Data are gathered as samples; being a collection of observations drawn from a population.
The sample is represented by a random variable, X . In general, the random variable
X ∈ ΩX , with outcome x, takes one element in ΩX ; the sample space of X .

Countable Sample Space

A countable sample space, ΩX , is usually a finite set of outcomes and can be either cate-
gorical or discrete.

The categorical sample space may be non-ordered. An example from Oslo Monitor 1.0
is the sample space: ΩX = {’I believe in God’, ’I do not believe in God’}. This sample
space usually takes on a binomial distribution.

The discrete sample space may be ordered. In Oslo Monitor 1.0 an example of such
a sample space is the measured number of children experiencing their parents getting a
divorce. The sample space is given by: ΩX = N⊕; being positive, natural numbers. This
sample space usually takes on a Poisson distribution.

Continuous Sample Space

A continuous sample space, ΩX , is an infinite set of outcomes and can be open, bounded
or an interval.

An example of an open sample space in Oslo Monitor 1.0 is the differences in life
expectancy by birth. The open sample space is given by: ΩX = R. Such a sample space
could, for instance, take on a Gaussian distribution.
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A bounded sample space is given by: ΩX = R[0,∞) = [0,∞) ⊂ R or by ΩX = R⊕. In
Oslo Monitor 1.0 the data of the average income provides an example of a bounded sample
space and could either take on a log-Gaussian distribution or the Pareto distribution.

The sample space is an interval when ΩX = R[a,b] = [a, b] ⊂ R, where a < b. An
example from Oslo Monitor 1.0 is the proportion of people getting in-disability support.
Such a sample space takes on the beta distribution.

Multivariate Sample Space

The idea of Lilleby requires a model that can account for the interaction among variables.
We denote the vector of multiple random variables by: X = (X1, X2, ..., Xk), where k is
the number of variables in the model. This is hence a k-variate model. The sample space
of X is given by X ∈ ΩX, where: ΩX = ΩX1

× ΩX2
× . . .× ΩXk

. This is a k-variate, or
multivariate, sample space.

2.2 Probability Distributions
Assumptions are made of the random variables on the sample space. This allows us to
assign a probability distribution, p(x), to the random variable, X , where x ∈ ΩX .

In the categorical case we define the probability mass function (pmf), p(x), to satisfy
the following:

1.
∑

x∈ΩX

p(x) = 1, where x ∈ ΩX is countable,

2. p(x) ≥ 0 and

3. P (X = x) = p(x).

In the continuous case p(x) is called the probability density function (pdf) and the follow-
ing holds:

1.
∫

ΩX
p(x)dx = 1, where x ∈ ΩX is continuous,

2. p(x) ≥ 0, for all x ∈ ΩX , and

3. P (a < X < b) =
∫ b
a
p(x)dx.

For a multivariate random variable, X, we assign a multivariate probability distribution,
p(x), where x ∈ ΩX is a vector. The sample space can be either categorical or continuous.
An example of a multivariate probability distribution is the multinomial distribution; to be
introduced.
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Expected Value and Variance

We have different scalar measures for a distribution. These are only relevant for discrete
and ordered, and continuous variables. The two most common are the expected value and
the variance.

The expected value is the probability weighted average, denoted by µX and defined
by:

µX = E[X] =
∑
x∈ΩX

xp(x), when X is a discrete random variable

and

µX = E[X] =

∫
ΩX

xp(x)dx, when X is a continuous random variable.

The variance, denoted by σ2
X , is the spread of values centered at the expected value and is

defined by:

σ2
X = Var[X] = E[(X − µX)2] =

∑
x∈ΩX

(x− µX)2p(x),

when X is a discrete random variable

and

σ2
X = Var[X] = E[(X − µX)2] =

∫
ΩX

(x− µX)2p(x)dx,

when X is a continuous random variable.

Alternatively the variance of the random variable X can be expressed as:

σ2
X = Var[X] = E[X2]− µ2

X .

Taking the positive square root of σ2
X yields the standard deviation of X , denoted by σX

or Sd[X].

Joint Probability Distributions

Random variables with their probability distributions can be considered jointly to evaluate
the simultaneous outcome of them. Consider X1 ∈ ΩX1

and X2 ∈ ΩX2
. Their joint

probability distribution is then denoted by p(x1, x2), yielding a bivariate distribution. The
joint probability distribution of k random variables defines a k-variate distribution.

If X1 ∈ ΩX1 and X2 ∈ ΩX2 are both categorical the following holds:

1. p(x1, x2) ≥ 0, for (x1, x2) ∈ ΩX1
× ΩX2

,

2.
∑
x1∈ΩX1

∑
x2∈ΩX2

p(x1, x2) = 1,

3. P (X1 = x1, X2 = x2) = p(x1, x2),
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for any region A ⊂ ΩX1 × ΩX2 , P [(X1, X2) ∈ A] =
∑∑

A p(x1, x2).
If X1 ∈ ΩX1

and X2 ∈ ΩX2
are continuous the following holds:

1. p(x1, x2) ≥ 0, for (x1, x2) ∈ ΩX1
× ΩX2

,

2.
∫

ΩX2

∫
ΩX1

p(x1, x2)dx1dx2 = 1,

3. P [(X1, X2) ∈ A] =
∫ ∫

A
p(x1, x2)dx1dx2, for any region A ⊂ ΩX1 × ΩX2 .

The marginal distributions of X1 and X2 are found by summing or integrating over
X2 ∈ ΩX2

and X1 ∈ ΩX1
, respectively. They are denoted by:

p(x1) =
∑

x2∈ΩX2

p(x1, x2) and p(x2) =
∑

x1∈ΩX1

p(x1, x2)

for the discrete or categorical case. For the continuous case:

p(x1) =

∫
ΩX2

p(x1, x2)dx2 and p(x2) =

∫
ΩX1

p(x1, x2)dx1.

The probability of X1 given X2, p(x1 | x2), is called the conditional pmf for the
categorical case and the conditional pdf for the continuous case. By definition it follows
that:

p(x1 | x2) =
p(x1, x2)

p(x2)
, when p(x2) > 0,

for X1 ∈ ΩX1 and X2 ∈ ΩX2 . This is true for p(x2 | x1) as well:

p(x2 | x1) =
p(x1, x2)

p(x1)
, when p(x1) > 0,

for X2 ∈ ΩX2
and X1 ∈ ΩX1

.
If X1 and X2 are statistically independent one has that:

p(x1, x2) = p(x1 | x2)p(x2) = p(x2 | x1)p(x1) = p(x1)p(x2),

for all (x1, x2) ∈ ΩX1
× ΩX2

. Hence, p(x1 | x2) = p(x1) and p(x2 | x1) = p(x2).
As for the case with k random variables, X = (X1, X2, ..., Xk) ∈ ΩX, the joint proba-

bility function is denoted by p(x1, x2, . . . , xk). The marginal distribution of (X1, ..., Xi)
is hence given by:

p(x1, ..., xi) =
∑

xi+1∈ΩXi+1

· · ·
∑

xk∈ΩXk

p(x1, x2, . . . , xk),

in the discrete case, and

p(x1, ..., xi) =

∫
ΩXk

· · ·
∫

ΩXi+1

p(x1, x2, . . . , xk)dxi+1dxi+2 · · · dxk,
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in the continuous case.
We now denote each marginal distribution by p1(x1), . . . , pk(xk). The conditional

probability distribution of Xi given X−i, where X−i = (X1, ..., Xi−1, Xi+1, ..., Xk), is
given by:

p(xi | x−i) =
p(x)

p(x−i)
,

for Xi ∈ ΩXi and X−i ∈ ΩX−i as long as p(x−i) > 0.
The random variables X1, . . . , Xk are mutually statistically independent if:

p(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = p1(x1)p2(x2) . . . pk(xk), for all (x1, x2, . . . , xk) ∈ ΩX.

Hence, p(xi | x−i) = p(xi) for all xi ∈ ΩX if X1, ..., Xk are mutually statistically
independent.

Covariance and Correlation

The nature of the association between two random variables, X1 ∈ ΩX1
and X2 ∈ ΩX2

,
is measured by the covariance, given by:

σX1X2
= Cov[X1, X2] = E[X1X2]− µX1

µX2
,

where µX1 and µX2 are the respective means ofX1 andX2. In other words, the covariance
is a measure of the joint variability of two random variables:

σX1X2 = E[(X1 − µX1)(X2 − µX2)] =
∑

x1∈ΩX1

∑
x2∈ΩX2

(x1 − µX1)(x2 − µX2)p(x1, x2),

if X1 and X2 are discrete, and

σX1X2
= E[(X1 − µX1

)(X2 − µX2
)] =

∫
ΩX2

∫
ΩX1

(x1 − µX1
)(x2 − µX2

)p(x1, x2)dx1dx2,

if X1 and X2 are continuous.
The covariance is normalized to measure the strength of the linear relation, resulting

in the correlation coefficient given by:

ρX1X2
=

σX1X2

σX1
σX2

, where− 1 ≤ ρX1X2 ≤ 1.

2.3 Parametric Probability Distributions
We can assign a parametric probability distribution, p(x;θ), to the random variable, X ,
where θ are the model parameters. The categorical probability distributions and their
parameters are introduced as well as their expected value and variance. These measures are
now defined as functions of the model parameters for the given distribution: µX = µX(θ)
and σ2

X = σ2
X(θ). We denote Θ as the parameter space (Geer, 2019).
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2.3.1 The Bernoulli Distribution
The categorical variable X ∈ ΩX = N[0,1] with two outcomes is termed the Bernoulli
distribution. The random variable takes on the value 1 with probability p and the value 0
with probability 1− p. The distribution is given by:

p(x; p) = px(1− p)1−x, for x = 0, 1,

where θ = p and p ∈ Θ = R[0,1].
The Bernoulli distribution models a single Bernoulli trial meaning that the outcome of

a single trial will be either success or failure. This results in a boolean value, X ∈ N[0,1].
The expected value and variance is:

• µX = E[X] = p,

• σ2
X = Var[X] = p(1− p).

2.3.2 The Binomial Distribution
The categorical variable X ∈ ΩX = N[0,n] with n outcomes is termed the binomial
distribution and is given by:

p(x;n, p) =

(
n

x

)
px(1− p)n−x; x = 0, 1, ..., n,

where θ = (n, p) and θ ∈ Θ = N+ × R[0,1] are the model parameters. The effect of
different values of the parameters p and n is displayed in figure 2.1a and b.

The categorical variable x ∈ N[0,n] represents the number of successes in a sequence
of n independent, identically distributed Bernoulli trials, Yi, with probability p for success

and 1− p for failure. Hence, the categorical variable can be denoted by: X =
n∑
i=1

Yi.

The expected value and variance is:

• µX = E[X] = np,

• σ2
X = Var[X] = np(1− p).

We add some additional remarks regarding the binomial distribution. When the number of
trials, n, is sufficiently large and p is sufficiently small, the binomial distribution converges
towards the Poisson distribution, with parameter λ = np; given by p(x;np). The product
of n and p must remain constant which it will as p tends to zero. In addition the binomial
distribution can be approximated by the Gaussian distribution as long as n is large enough
and p is not too close to either 0 or 1. The corresponding Gaussian distribution is then
given by p(x;np, np(1− p)).
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(a) The binomial distribution for n = 20 with p = 0.5
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(b) The binomial distribution for n = 50 with p = 0.5
(pink) and p = 0.7 (green).

Figure 2.1: The binomial distribution for different values of the parameters p and n.

2.3.3 The Multinomial Distribution

In the case of k different outcomes for each xi ∈ N[0,n], where i ∈ N[0,k] and
k∑
i=1

xi = n,

the multinomial distribution is used. The vector of multiple random variables is given
by X = (X1, X2, ..., Xk). The sample space of X is given by X ∈ ΩX, where: ΩX =
ΩX1

× ΩX2
× . . .× ΩXk

.
The multinomial distribution is defined by:

p(x;n,p) =
n!

x1! . . . xk!
px1

1 . . . pxk

k , where
k∑
i=1

xi = n.

The k possible mutually, exclusive outcomes has a corresponding probability, pk, where
k∑
i=1

pi = 1, p = (p1, ..., pk) and each pi ∈ R[0,1]. Hence, the model parameters are

θ = (n,p) and θ ∈ Θ = N+ × Rk[0,1].
Each trial in an experiment has one of k categorical outcomes with probability pk. The

number of independent trials are n. The random variable, x = (x1, . . . xk), contains the
number of outcomes of each category and is multinomial distributed. The multinomial
distribution is a generalization of the binomial distribution.

The expected value, variance and covariance of the multinomial distribution is defined
by:

• µXi = E[Xi] = npi,

• σ2
Xi

= Var[Xi] = npi(1− pi),

• σXi,Xj
= Cov[Xi, Xj ] = −npipj for i 6= j.
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2.4 Statistical Inference
Each Xi in the observed data, Xn = (X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ ΩXn

, is assumed to be indepen-
dent and identically distributed (iid) from an infinite population with a given distribution,
p(x;θ). We want to estimate the function of a given parameter τ(θ), where θ is a vector
of model parameters for the given distribution. An estimator is a function of the random
variable Xn denoted by W = W (Xn) (Casella and Berger, 2002).

Uniform Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimation (UMVUE)

Often we require the estimators of the model parameters to be unbiased; meaning that
the expected value of the estimator equals the quantity ought to estimate. If there are
two unbiased candidates for τ(θ) we use the estimator with smallest variance; the most
efficient estimator of τ(θ). Hence,W ∗ is said to be a uniform minimum variance unbiased
estimator (UMVUE) of τ(θ) if:

W ∗ = arg min
W∈W

Var[W ]

whereW = {W : E[W ] = τ(θ)}.

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)

A common method used to find the estimator of a model parameter in a probability distri-
bution is the method of maximizing the likelihood function.

The iid observations, Xn, with outcome xn have a discrete or continuous distribution,
p(xn;θ), with parameters θ. The joint distribution of the random variables is given by:

p(xn;θ) = p(x1;θ) . . . p(xn;θ).

If we insert the outcome, xn, and consider the expression to be a function of θ, we obtain
the likelihood function, L(θ; xn).

We want to maximize the likelihood function with respect to θ. Taking the natural
logarithm of a function does not change its maximizer, since the logarithm is a continuous
strictly increasing function over the range of the likelihood. The logarithm also has some
convenient properties which allows for simplifications when computing the maximizer.
The log-likelihood is given by: l(θ;x) = lnL(θ;x). Deriving the log-likelihood function
by the parameters, θ, yields the parameter value that produces the largest probability of
obtaining the sample, defined as:

θ̂ = arg max
θ∈Θ

L(θ; xn).

This is called the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the parameter. The expression
is an explicit function of the observed data. The MLE converges in probability and is
consistent with asymptotic efficiency.
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Moment Estimation

Estimation of the first two moments of X yields the estimated expected value of X , µ̂X ,
and the estimated variance of X , σ̂2

X :

• µ̂X = Ê[x] = 1
n

∑n
i=1Xi,

• σ̂2
X = V̂ar[x] = 1

n

∑n
i=1(Xi − µ̂X)2.

Alternatively, the estimates are found by directly substituting θ̂ for the given distri-
bution into the expressions for µX(θ) and σ2

X(θ) for the respective distribution. The
estimated covariance between two variables for a multivariate distribution is found in the
same way.

The variance for the estimated expected value obtains the lowest possible variance:

σ2
µ̂X

= Var[µ̂X ] = Var[Ê[x]] =
1

n
Var[x],

where n is the total number of observations. The actual value is obtained by inserting σ̂2
X .

2.5 Assumptions
So far we have assumed that each Xi is iid from a distribution p(x;θ) for a sample of
Xn = (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ ΩXn

. By iid it is meant that all random variables must have the
same probability distribution and they must all be mutually independent. We have also
assumed that the population size is infinite.

When Assumptions Fail

Problems may arise when looking into the assumptions made on the sample Xn = (X1, ...,
Xn) ∈ ΩXn

, where each Xi are assumed to be iid from a distribution p(x;θ).
First of all, as a given probability distribution is assigned to Xn, each random variable

is assumed to have the same probability distribution. But this might not always be the
case. Especially if the data in Xn are from different sources and if the sample spaces are
not clearly defined.

Secondly, each variable in Xn should be independent of the others. Independence is
less likely to be satisfied if data are collected within a group of people with some sort of
relationship among them; like a family, school class or neighbourhood. In practice it is
impossible to ensure that the sample is perfectly random.

Lastly, an infinite population is assumed when calculating the uncertainty and variance
in the data, as this yields attractive limiting properties. In practice, the population of a city
is finite and for certain sub-groups it can be fairly small, hence the sample may be more
representative than expected.
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Finite Population Inference

The variable X ∈ ΩX = N[0,n] follows a binomial distribution, p(x;n, p), and is used
to demonstrate the features of finite population inference. The number of successes, with
probability p for success and 1 − p for failure, in a sequence of n iid Bernoulli trials, is
collected in x ∈ N[0,n]. To simplify the notation we denote a success by the number 1 and
a failure by 0.

In the infinite population case, for a sample of Xn = (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ ΩXn
, iid

Bernoulli trials, the parameter estimator of p is given by: p̂ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 I(Xi = 1). By

using the expressions for the expected value and variance, introduced for the binomial
distribution, the following is true for p̂:

• µp̂ = E[p̂] = p,

• σ2
p̂ = Var[p̂] = p(1−p)

n .

In the finite population case with population Xn, defined by the sample above, we
no longer focus on the parameter p. We focus on a stochastic variable of the population
proportion defined as: pn = 1

n

∑n
i=1 I(Xi = 1). Let the sample of the finite population be

of size m ≤ n and denote it by X∗m = (X∗1 , ..., X
∗
m) ∈ ΩX∗

m
. Each X∗i , for i = 1, ...,m,

is uniformly drawn from Xn without replacement. The estimate of pn is now given by:
p̂n = 1

m

∑m
j=1 I(X∗j = 1).

The goal in finite population inference is to assess the population proportion, pn, based
on its estimate, p̂n. The following properties can be used to evaluate the estimator of the
population proportion:

• µpn−p̂n = E[pn − p̂n] = E[pn]− E[p̂n] = 0,

• σ2
pn−p̂n = Var[pn − p̂n] = Var[pn] + Var[p̂n]− 2Cov[pn, p̂n]

=
( 1

m
− 1

n

)
p(1− p), for m ≤ n,

with

Cov
[ 1

n

n∑
i=1

I(Xi = 1),
1

m

m∑
j=1

I(X∗j = 1)
]

=
1

nm

m∑
j=1

Var
[
I(X∗j = 1)

]
=

1

n
p(1− p).

Some examples of different sample sizes, m, are plotted in figure 2.2 to illustrate the
nature of a finite population with n = 10. The variance decreases as m increases and
approaches n. When m = n the variance is equal to zero. For fixed m, if n → ∞
then σ2

pn−p̂n →
p(1−p)
m for every m, resulting in the variance corresponding to an infinte

population.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of finite sample sizes when n = 10.

Population Proportion Estimation

Consider a very large population of size N , i.e. the population of Oslo. Let X ∈ ΩX =
N[0,1] be a binary characteristic of each inhabitant in the population, with probability p for
x = 1. Collect a random subsample of size n � N and let n0 and n1 be the number
of zeros and ones, respectively. Hence, n = n0 + n1. Since n � N , assume that n1 is
binomial, with p(n1;n, p). Then p is estimated by its MLE:

p̂ =
n1

n
,

with

• E[p̂] = p,

• Var[p̂] = p(1−p)
n ≈ p̂(1−p̂)

n .

Define N0 and N1 to be the number of zeros and ones in the large population, hence
N = N0 +N1. The predictor for N1 is then:

N̂1 = Np̂,

with

• E[N̂1] = NE[p̂] = Np = N1,

• Var[N̂1] = N2Var[p̂] = N2

n p(1− p) ≈
N2

n p̂(1− p̂).

The corresponding approximated 95% prediction interval is given by:{
N̂1 ± 2

[
N2

n
p̂(1− p̂)

] 1
2
}
. (2.1)
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A population characteristic may have k possible outcomes, with probability pk for
the corresponding outcome, xk. If this is the case, we assume that n = (n1, .., nk) is
multinomial distributed with p(n;n,p), where p = (p1, ..., pk). Each pk is estimated as
for the binomial case.

Assumptions for Oslo Monitor 1.0

The MLEs are a direct result of the infinite population and iid assumptions. We also
know that the MLE of a model parameter is consistent for a large sample and has the
lowest possible variance. In Oslo Monitor 1.0 the overall number of respondents is high
and the data originate from well-known sources. Hence, the infinite population and iid
assumptions are assumed to be reasonable and valid as the data in Oslo Monitor 1.0 are
discussed.
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Chapter 3

Revisiting Oslo Monitor 1.0

Oslo Monitor 1.0 was released in January 2018 by The Think Tank Skaperkraft. We in-
vestigate the sources of the data behind the spiritual situation, social suffering and cultural
challenges in the report. The relevant factors to include as variables in the simulation of
Lilleby are assigned a categorical distribution. The corresponding parameter estimates are
calculated based on the available data in Oslo Monitor 1.0. Some comments are made on
the remaining variables as well. Note that N varies according to the relevant year of data
collection for the variable of interest.

3.1 Spiritual Situation
The Christian spiritual situation considers the population’s attitude towards religion, in-
volvement in a Christian community and relationship to the Bible. The data originate
from different studies, a collection of the number of church attendees done directly and a
targeted questionnaire.

Attitudes Towards Religion

The attitudes towards religion tell us if a person believes in the Abrahamic God, define
themself as a Christian with a personal relationship with God and how often they attends
a church of any kind.

The data originate from the study ’Norsk Monitor 2015/16’ by IPSOS (Ingebretsen,
Holbæk-Hanssen, and Dalen, 2016). This is a report made for the Ministry of Children and
Equality. Data were collected between September 2015 and January 2016. The collection
of data involved an interview by phone, followed up by a questionnaire containing 129
pages to fill out. The questionnaire were completed by 3981 respondents in total over the
age of 15. Out of these 3981 there were 376 respondents between 15 and 20 years old
and 470 respondents in the age between 21 and 26. An audience analysis were used and
the two groups were continuously compared to each other. At estimation of the results, a
weighting of gender and age were made within each of the 5 regions of Norway (Nord-
Norge, Trøndelag, Vestlandet, Østlandet og Sørlandet). This to ensure that the composition
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of the sample is more statistically representative and to reduce the effect of any selection
bias.

In Hellevik (2015) the implications of non-response in Norsk Monitor is discussed.
Hellevik concludes that such surveys are representative despite the low response rate, as
long as random selection is used and that the occurrences of non-responses are not sys-
tematic.

Oslo Monitor 1.0 refers to the changes in attitudes towards religion among youths in
Norsk Monitor 2015/16. Figure 3.1a, b and c present the results used in Oslo Monitor
1.0. The size of the sample of respondents between 15 and 26 years old is n = 846. The
different attitudes are: ’Belief in God’, ’Personal Christian’ and ’Attended church last 12
months’. Personal Christians are assumed to also believe in God. Each attitude is assigned
a sample space as follow: ΩX1 = {’Do believe in God’, ’Do not believe in God’}, ΩX2 =
{’Personal Christian’, ’Not personal Christian’} and ΩX3 = {’Have attended church the
last 12 months’, ’Have not attended church the last 12 months’}. The number of individ-
uals that believes in God, n1, the number of personal Christians, n2, and the number of
individuals that attended church the last 12 months, n3; each one follows a binomial dis-
tribution, with p(n1;n, p1), p(n2; p1n, p2) and p(n3;n, p3), respectively. The total popu-
lation of Oslo in 2015 were N = 658390 (Oslo Kommune, 2019). N1, N2 and N3 denote
the number of people believing in God, defining themselves as a personal Christian and
have been attending church the last 12 months in all of Oslo.

We estimate p1, p2 and p3 and predict N1, N2 and N3 by their corresponding approx-
imated 95% prediction interval, PIN1

,PIN2
and PIN3

, given in equation (2.1):

1. p̂1 = 0.37, PIN1
= [243604± 21857],

2. p̂2 = 0.68, PIN2
= [165651± 12846],

3. p̂3 = 0.42, PIN3 = [276524± 22344].

Because of the similarities between the two groups most of the analysis done in Norsk
Monitor 2015/16 only assumes one group. This is verified by the proportions presented in
figure 3.1a. The proportion that have attended church the least year is higher than the one
for people that actually believe in God. This is interesting and might be explained by the
fact that people seek the church either for special occasions or in grief, even though they do
not believe in God. Figure 3.1b and c present changes over time in people believing in God
or not, and in people defining themselves as personal Christian versus people believing in
God. In both cases the total percentage is constant from 1985 till 2015. The people that
either believe in God or not accounts for 75 percent of the population both in 1985 and
2015 meaning that an overall of 25 percent of the population do not take a stand. People
that define themselves as personal Christians have increased, while people believing in
God have decreased. An hypothesis to explain this is that the church has experienced a
secularization over the last decades. This results in a need for Christians to either define
themselves as personal Christian or cultural Christian; like attending church for special
occasions.
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kristen», mens kun 4,8% av Oslos befolkning er 
aktiv i kirkene på jevnlig basis. Dette gapet er 
med på å definere en av kirkens utfordringer. 

For å øke andelen aktive kristne i Oslo fra 4,8% 
til 5,8% (inklusivt befolkningsvekst) må hver 
menighet gjennomsnittlig vokse med 22,5%. Til 
tross for at enkeltmenigheter opplever relativt 
sterk vekst ser ikke dette ut til å være en gene-
rell trend. Det er tydelig at menighetsvekst er en 
utfordring for kirken som helhet. Flere pastorer 
vi har vært i kontakt med oppgir at de har mer 
enn nok med å opprettholde dagens oppslut-
ning og at det særlig er en utfordring å legge til 
rette for at ‘menighetsbarna’ forblir i fellesska-
pet når de vokser opp. 

Samtidig er tettheten av kirker svært varierende 
fra bydel til bydel. Basert på egne undersøkelser 
vet vi at tettheten er størst i Oslo sentrum, mens 
Oslo Vest (Asker & Bærum) og Alna har færrest 
kirker. I tillegg har kirkeplantingen i Oslo vært 
sentrert i de sentrumsnære strøk, samt Søndre 
Nordstrand og Grorud. Det finnes så langt vi vet 
ingen felles strategisk tenkning blant menig-

hetene for kirkeplanting i Oslo. En felles strategi 
for kirkeplanting i Oslo er et initiativ vi tror kun-
ne hatt stor verdi for Oslos befolkning.

Aktiv deltakelse i kirkene
For å kartlegge aktiv deltakelse i kirkene i Oslo 
har vi tatt utgangspunkt i antall unike personer 
som er involvert i de ulike kirkelige aktivitetene 
på jevnlig basis. Vi har vært i kontakt med kir-
kene i Oslo og fått tilgang til de tallene som det 
enkelte trossamfunn oppgir av faste deltakere. 
Den norske kirke har to ganger i året såkalte tel-
leuker og vi har fått tilgang til disse tallene. Vi-
dere har vi vært i direktekontakt med de øvrige 
kristne trossamfunnene i Oslo.

Samlet deltar 4,8% av Oslos befolkning jevnlig 
i ulike aktiviteter i kirkene. 41% av disse er fra 
immigrantmiljøene (immigrantmenigheter, Den 
katolske kirke og Den ortodokse kirke).

Utover jevnlig aktivitet er kirkene et viktig sam-
lingspunkt for befolkningen. Første uken i sep-
tember er det eksempelvis 40 000 besøkende i 
Den norske kirke knyttet til spesielle aktiviteter.  
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(a) Amount of people believing in God, considering
themselves as personal Christians and have been at-
tending church the last year (Talset, 2018).
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(b) Changes over time in people believing or not be-
lieving in God (Talset, 2018).
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to be personal Christians and people believing in God
(Talset, 2018).

Figure 3.1: Data regarding attitudes towards religion.

Active Church Attendees

Active church attendees are defined as persons attending activities at church on a weekly
basis.

The data shown in figure 3.2 are from what the Church of Norway (DNK) calls count-
ing weeks. As well as a collection done by Skaperkraft by directly contacting 40 different
churches in Oslo by phone during the autumn of 2017; whereas 34 responded. They were
asked to account for the number of persons attending activities at church on a weekly basis.
DNK arranges their counting weeks twice a year and the numbers in figure 3.2 are from
the counting done in week 13 in 2017 for 33 churches. The number of weekly attendees
from the other church communities were gathered by asking the church leaders to give an
approximate estimate on how many persons they would say to join churchly activities on
a weekly basis.

Even though n is unknown, we assign a sample space: ΩX = {’Do attend church weekly’,
’Do not attend church weekly’}. The number of active church attendees, n1, follows a bi-
nomial distribution, p(n1;n, p). The total population of Oslo in 2017 used in figure 3.2
is N = 666757. Furthermore, N1 denotes the number of people that attends activities at
church on a weekly basis in all of Oslo.

We estimate p and predict N1 but cannot calculate the corresponding approximated
95% prediction interval of N1, because n is unknown:

p̂ = 0.05, N̂1 = 33338.
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There is a high level of uncertainty in the numbers from other churches than the DNK
churches since the leaders estimated the number without any actual countings from activ-
ities. It is primarily a guess. For a more accurate picture of number of persons attending
the different churches, an actual counting should be done; like in the DNK churches.

Figure 3.2 shows that the proportions of the total population of Oslo that attends
churches are small. The ’free churches’ accounts for the highest attendance. An inter-
esting note is the fact that only 1.21 percent of the population of Oslo attends a DNK
church on a weekly basis, while 70 percent of the population of Norway are members of
DNK (SSB, 2018d). The church appears to play an important part in people’s lives as they
stay a member even though they do not attend the church regularly.
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Det vi kaller den åndelige situasjonen i Oslo for-
stås best når vi ser både befolkningens forhold 
til bibel, tro og kirke og oppslutningen blant 
menighetene i Oslo i sammenheng. Vi har i den-
ne rapporten fokusert på kristen tro og livssyn.

Vi har opplevd en gradvis sekularisering av den 
norske befolkningen de siste tiårene. Undersø-
kelser fra Ipsos MMI viser endringer i ungdom-
mers holdning til religiøsitet og religiøs aktivitet 
over tid. Disse undersøkelsene viser oss blant 
annet nasjonale trender for andelen av ungdom 
og befolkningen for øvrig som: 1) tror på Gud; 2) 
regner seg selv som personlig kristne og 3) har 
vært på gudstjeneste i kirke siste tolv måneder.

Som vi ser i Figur 1 på neste side er andelen 
av befolkningen som har vært til gudstjeneste 
i kirken siste 12 mnd. ca 42%. Andre undersø-
kelser som har fulgt trenden over tid viser der-
imot at gudstjenestedeltakelsen totalt sett har 
gått gradvis nedover de siste årene. For DnK 
alene har årlig gudstjenestedeltakelse (søn- og 
helligdag) gått ned fra 5,4 millioner (2005) til 
4,4 mill. (2016) (ssb.no). Dette representerer en 
nedgang i gudstjenestedeltakelse på 18% siste 
elleve år. Når det gjelder andel av befolkningen 

som tror på Gud ser vi at denne har gått gradvis 
nedover og at gruppen som ikke tror på Gud for 
første gang nå er større enn gruppen som tror 
på Gud.

Samtidig har andelen som definerer seg som 
«personlig kristen» økt over tid (Figur 1 og 3). 
37% av den norske befolkningen tror på Gud, 
mens 24% regner seg som personlig kristne (Ip-
sos MMI). Blant unge derimot (15-26 år) svarer 
de aller fleste som tror på Gud at de også reg-
ner seg selv som personlig kristen. Det er i 2015 
nesten tre ganger så mange i aldersgruppen 
15-26 som definerer seg som personlig kristen 
(sammenliknet med 1985), mens andelen som 
tror på Gud har sunket med ~30% i den samme 
perioden. Hva som er årsaken til den utviklin-
gen kommer ikke tydelig frem av datagrunnla-
get. Det finnes likevel ulike forklaringer til denne 
trenden, e.g. individualisering av troen, endret 
forståelse av hva som menes med «personlig 
kristen» osv.

At gudstjenestedeltakelse går ned, samtidig 
som identifiseringen med den kristne tro likevel 
står såpass sterkt er interessant. Hver fjerde per-
son identifiserer seg med kategorien «personlig 

4. ÅNDELIG SITUASJON

Dette er første 
utgave av Oslo 
Monitor. Den tre-
delte modellen, 
åndelige behov, 
sosial smerte og 
kulturelle utfor-
dringer, er hentet 
fra kirkenettverket 
Doxa Deo i Sør-Afri-
ka (www.doxadeo.
org), men er tilpasset 
en norsk kontekst. Vi hå-
per på sikt å følge trende-
ne i Oslo. Vi ønsker å inspirere 
til et bredt engasjement – til det 
beste for byen og dens innbyggere.

The Business of Cities Group London har utfor-
dret Oslo til å markere seg som «a city of pea-
ce»,  blant annet på grunn av Nobels fredspris, 
en sentral meklingsposisjon i internasjonale kri-
ser og sosial stabilitet (Oslo: State of the City 
2017). 

Et viktig formål med denne rapporten er å in-
spirere ulike samfunnsaktører til en helhetlig 
tenkning rundt hvordan Oslo kan markere en 
posisjon som «a city of peace». For å bevege 
Oslo i riktig retning er det nødvendig at kirker, 
næringsliv og frivillige organisasjoner samar-
beider. Oslo Monitor ser derfor åndelige, sosia-
le og kulturelle utfordringer i sammenheng. Det 
har vært viktig å velge problemstillinger som er 
aktuelle for mange, og hvor kompleksiteten er 
lav nok til at vi kan «gjøre noe med» utfordrin-
gene i løpet av de nærmeste årene. 

For å forstå den åndelige situasjonen i Oslo 
har vi hentet informasjon om befolkningens 

forhold til bibel, 
tro og kirke, samt 
aktiv deltakelse 
i et kristent fel-
lesskap. Vi har 
valgt å vektlegge 
hvor mange uni-
ke personer som 

deltar jevnlig i kir-
kelig aktivitet (pr. 

måned) og har dess-
uten sett nærmere på 

hvordan tettheten av 
kirker er i de ulike bydelene 

og hvor det har blitt plantet 
menigheter de siste 15-25 årene. 

Endringer i byutviklingen innebærer at 
kirkene må vurdere hvor behovet for nye me-
nighetsplantinger er størst. 

For å kartlegge sosiale utfordringer i Oslo har 
vi undersøkt temaer som ensomhet, omsorgs-
svikt, fattigdom, sosiale forskjeller og samlivs-
brudd. En av de store utfordringene i Oslo er 
integrering. Vi har valgt å ikke ha integrering 
som et eget punkt i denne omgang, da tema-
tikken berøres implisitt gjennom utfordringene 
vi belyser. Vi vil imidlertid understreke kirkens 
rolle i å styrke integreringen i Oslo, blant annet 
ved å adressere utfordringene som kommer 
frem i denne rapporten.

Kulturelle utfordringer handler i denne rap-
porten ikke om kulturliv, forstått som under-
holdning, men om samfunnstrender. Vi har 
valgt å undersøke følgende fem samfunnsom-
råder: media, utdanning, næringsliv, myndig-
heter og frivillig sektor. Vi ønsker å jobbe vide-
re med områder som kunst og annet kulturliv i 
senere prosjekt.

3. Innledning til tematikk

Sosial smerte Åndelig
situasjon

Kulturelle utfordringer

Antall personer som deltar jevnlig i kirkelig aktivitet 

Oslos befolkning DKK+Ort DNK Frikirker Immigrantk Sum
666 757 6 935 8 076 11 237 6 006 32 254
I % av Oslos
befolkning

1,04% 1,21% 1,69% 0,90% 4,84%

Relativ andel 22% 25% 35% 19% 100%

Figure 3.2: Amount and proportion of people attending different churches at a weekly basis (Talset,
2018).

Bible Usage

Bible usage is measured in Oslo Monitor 1.0 by how often a person reads the Bible.
The data used originate from a study called ’Nordmenns Bibelbruk’ from 2017 by

KIFO (Rafoss, 2017) made in cooperation with Bibelselskapet. The study discusses Nor-
wegians use of the Bible and their attitudes towards it. The available data for the study
originate from both Norwegian and international surveys regarding the Bible. An overview
of the available data is shown in figure 3.3.

The problem regarding these surveys is that the questions are not asked in the same way
with identical options each time. Also the number of questions regarding Bible usage is
only one or two in each survey. The problem occurs when comparing the changes in Bible
usage over time. The surveys made by TNS Gallup on behalf of Bibelskapet are marked
by * in figure 3.3. In these surveys the same questions were asked but unfortunately the
surveys from 1985, 1992 and 2002 were not possible to access, according to KIFO. When
looking at changes the available data are used. For the rest of the study, data are provided
by ’Tro- og livssynsundersøkelsen (TLU)’ from 2012 made by Norstat on behalf of KIFO.
As well as the survey done in 2016 by TNS Gallup on behalf of Bibelselskapet. The TLU
survey yields a lot of information about Norwegians religious attitudes and practices, as
well as having a high number of respondents.

The data actually used in Oslo Monitor 1.0 to state that 11 percent of the popula-
tion reads the Bible once a week or more is shown in figure 3.4. The data originate
from TNS Gallup’s survey from 2009. Total number of respondents in Norway were
n = 1000. Figure 3.4 shows the different levels of Bible reading which exclude each
other. Hence, an appropriate sample space for the level of Bible reading is: ΩX =
{’Never’, ’Not so often’, ’Some times a year’, ’Once a month’, ’Once a week’, ’Every day’}.
The number of individuals for each outcome, n = (n1, ..., n6), takes on a corresponding
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2 OVERSIKT OVER FORELIGGENDE DATA OM BIBELBRUK OG BIBELSYN 

2.1 INNLEDNING 

Opp gjennom årene er det gjort flere spørreundersøkelser som inneholder ulik informasjon om 
bibelbruk. Disse undersøkelsene har ulikt omfang og inneholder forskjellige spørsmål knyttet til 
bibelbruk og bibelsyn. I dette kapittelet skal vi danne oss en oversikt over hva slags data som faktisk 
finnes, hvilken kvalitet disse har og hvilke muligheter dataene gir. En slik oversikt har verdi i seg selv 
og vil også legge grunnlaget for de kommende kapitlene. 

2.2 OVERSIKT OVER UNDERSØKELSER 

Diverse søk etter aktuelle undersøkelser resulterte i en oversikt over norske og internasjonale 
spørreundersøkelser som inneholder spørsmål knyttet til Bibelen (tabell 2.1) 

Tabell 2.1 Oversikt over undersøkelser som inneholder kunnskap om bibelbruk 

Navn År Tilgang til rådata Antall respondenter 

TNS Gallup 1972 Ja 1630 

TNS Gallup* 1985 Nei - 

TNS Gallup* 1987 Ja 1001 

Opinionen 1989 Ja 611 

ISSP 1991 Ja 1506 

TNS Gallup* 1992 Nei - 

Opinionen 1992 Ja 1015 

ISSP 1998 Ja 1532 

TNS Gallup* 2002 Nei - 

Skandinavisk Bibelbarometer 2009 Nei - 

TLU (Norstat) 2012 Ja 4001 

Infact 2014 Nei - 

TNS Gallup* 2016 Ja 1070 
* Undersøkelser utført av TNS Gallup på vegne av Det norske Bibelselskap 

Alle disse undersøkelsene er survey-undersøkelser og mange av dem inneholder bare ett eller to 
spørsmål knyttet til bibelbruk. Et problem når man forsøker å undersøke endringer over tid, er at 
man er avhengig av at spørsmål stilles på samme måte og med identiske svaralternativ. I de 
tilgjengelige undersøkelsene er dette dessverre i liten grad tilfelle, og vi vil se i kapittel 4 at dette 
skaper problemer når vi skal undersøke endringer i bibelbruk over tid. TNS Gallup har utført flere 
undersøkelser på vegne av Det Norske Bibelselskap (markert med stjerne i tabell 2.1). I disse har man 
stilt identiske spørsmål, men dessverre var flere av dem ikke mulig å få tilgang til.1 

                                                           
1 Vi har fått tilgang til data fra 1987 og 2016, men ikke fra 1985, 1992 og 2002. 

Figure 3.3: An overview of surveys done regarding the use of a Bible (Rafoss, 2017).

multinomial distribution, p(n;n,p), where p = (p1, ..., p6). The total population of Oslo
in 2009 were N = 575475 (Statistikkbanken, 2019). Nk denotes the number of people
that belongs to the corresponding level of Bible reading in all of Oslo.

We estimate each pk and predict their corresponding Nk by their approximated 95%
prediction interval, PINk

, given in equation (2.1), for k = 1, ..., 6,:

1. p̂1 = 0.51, PIN1
= [293492± 18194],

2. p̂2 = 0.24, PIN2 = [138114± 15544],

3. p̂3 = 0.10, PIN3
= [57548± 10919],

4. p̂4 = 0.04, PIN4
= [23019± 7132],

5. p̂5 = 0.06, PIN5
= [34529± 8644],

6. p̂6 = 0.05, PIN6 = [28774± 7932].

There is reason to question the numbers in figure 3.4 as they are from TNS Gallup’s
survey from 2009; 10 years ago. Oslo Monitor 1.0 states that the amount of people owning
and reading the Bible has decreased. The amount of people reading the Bible once a week
or more is probably even less today. This might be explained by the secularization taking
place in the Christian communities.
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5 NORSK BIBELBRUK I EN INTERNASJONAL SAMMENHENG 

5.1 INNLEDNING 

I dette kapittelet skal vi benytte oss av internasjonale undersøkelser for å kunne se norsk bibelbruk i 
en større sammenheng. Vi vil først plassere norsk bibellesning og bibelsyn inn i en skandinavisk 
sammenheng, deretter i en større, internasjonal kontekst. Til slutt vil vi undersøke om endringer i 
Norge reflekterer større, internasjonale trender.  

5.2 BIBELEN I SKANDINAVIA 

Undersøkelsen Skandinavisk Bibelbarometer (2009) gjør det mulig å sammenligne bibellesning i de 
skandinaviske landene (tabell 5.1).6 Da ser vi at nordmenn leser mer i Bibelen enn både dansker og 
svensker. 15 prosent av alle nordmenn oppgir at de leser i Bibelen én gang i måneden eller oftere, 
mens bare åtte prosent av danskene og seks prosent av svenskene sier det samme. På den andre 
siden er det slik at det er i Norge at flest (51 prosent) oppgir at de aldri leser i Bibelen. I Sverige er 
tallet 48 prosent, og i Danmark bare 38 prosent. Dette skyldes den høye andelen mennesker i Sverige 
og Danmark som sier at de leser i Bibelen, men at de kun gjør det sjeldnere enn "noen ganger i året". 

Tabell 5.1 Bibellesning i Skandinavia 

  Norge Sverige Danmark 

  Total Menn Kvinner Total Menn Kvinner Total Menn Kvinner 

Hver dag  5 4 5 1 1 1 2 2 2 

En gang i uken 6 5 7 1 1 2 3 2 4 

En gang i måneden 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 

Noen ganger i året 10 10 11 11 10 11 10 9 10 

Sjeldnere 24 24 23 34 34 34 44 41 46 

Aldri 51 53 50 48 49 47 38 42 34 

Vet ikke 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

Totalt 100 100 100 100 99 101 100 99 99 

N 1000 508 492 1000 475 525 1001 492 509 
Kilde: Gallup 2009, prosent, svar på spørsmålet " Hvor ofte leser du i Bibelen?" 

Ikke bare leser nordmenn mest i Bibelen, men den har også størst betydning i Norge, sammenlignet 
med Sverige og Danmark (tabell 5.2). I Norge sier 25 prosent at Bibelen har meget stor eller ganske 
stor betydning, sammenlignet med 20 prosent i Danmark og 19 prosent i Sverige.  

 

                                                           
6 Denne undersøkelsen ble også brukt i kapittel 4, men da kun de norske tallene. 

Figure 3.4: Frequency by proportions of Bible reading in Scandinavia (Rafoss, 2017).

Challenges in Churches

A number of 164 church leaders were asked to respond to a questionnaire in January 2017;
whereas 31 replied. As stated in Oslo Monitor the answers are not representative for all
churches in Oslo. The results used in Oslo Monitor are only the church’s priorities the
coming years and what they think of as the most critical social needs in Oslo. The more
quantitative responses are few, as well as lacking information.

Conclusion

The data presenting the spiritual situation in Oslo demonstrate that in the last decades
Norway has experienced a secularization. There are far less people believing in God today
than 30 years ago. Still, the amount of people regarding themselves as personal Christians
has increased. Especially among young people. Church attendance is decreasing and per
January 2018 only 4.8 percent of Oslo’s population engaged in churchly activities on a
regular basis. The gap between church attendance and personal Christians is explained by
the likely fact that a lot of personal Christians are not involved in a Christian community.
The proportion of people in possession of and reading the Bible has decreased.

3.2 Social Suffering
To depict social suffering the factors loneliness, child neglect, child poverty, life ex-
pectancy, divorce and social differences measured by disability, income and education
are considered. The data originate from different studies, as well as the municipality of
Oslo and SSB.
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7Samfunnsspeilet 1/2009

Livsløp, generasjon og kjønn (LOGG)

For det tredje skulle de som • 
var trukket ut til første runde 
av NorLAG, intervjues igjen. I 
tillegg ble disse supplert med 
et lite utvalg for å kompensere 
for personer som var døde eller 
hadde utvandret siden 2002-
2003.

For det fjerde ble det trukket • 
et tilleggsutvalg til NorLAg av 
personer under 40 år for at 
også yngre personers, ikke bare 
eldres, atferd og holdninger 
skal kunne studeres i NorLAG-
områdene.

For det femte skulle utvalget • 
i landet for øvrig være stort 
nok til at vi samlet ville få et 
landsrepresentativt utvalg. De 
tretti kommunene/bydelene i 
NorLAG er ikke representative 
for hele landet, selv om inter-
vjupersonene i disse er trukket 
tilfeldig. Disse lokalområdene 
er overrepresentert i totalutval-
get for å redusere behovet for 
et stort utvalg utenfor NorLAG-
områdene. Personene i NorLAG 
antas å være representative for en større region, for eksempel landsdelen. 

Disse hensynene førte til et svært stort utvalg på hele 25 937 personer. Figur 
1 gir en oversikt over de ulike utvalgsstørrelsene i LOGG 2007. 

Utvalget ble trukket på grunnlag av landsdel, kommunenes sentralitet (se 
tekstboks), kjønn og aldersgruppe (18-39, 40-44 og 45-79 år). Å lage utval-
get av dem som skulle intervjues, var svært komplisert, da det både skulle 
bestå av de personer som var med i NorLAG-1 i 2002-2003, av nye personer 
som var trukket ut i de 30 NorLAG-kommunene og bydelene samt av et repre-
sentativt utvalg for resten av landet. 

De eldste i NorLAG-1 var 75-79 år, og de gjenlevende av disse var altså 80-84 
år i 2007-2008. Disse ble kontaktet for nye intervjuer i NorLAG-2. Det ble 
imidlertid ikke trukket noe nytt utvalg av personer over 79 år til LOGG, blant 
annet på grunn av de høye kostnadene med å intervjue så gamle personer, 
ofte med behov for besøksintervjuer. 

Over 15 000 ble intervjuet
For 3 794 av de personene som deltok i NorLAGs første runde, har vi nå data 
for to tidspunkt. Dessuten ble frafallet i det opprinnelige utvalget kontaktet 
igjen, og intervju ble gjennomført med i alt 1 331 av disse. 

Figur 2. Utvalgene1 i NorLAG-1, NorLAG-2 og LOGG 2007

Alder

NorLAG 1
30 kommuner/

bydeler
NorLAG 2

30 kommuner/bydeler
GGS

Landet for øvrig

LIVSLØP, GENERASJON OG KJØNN (LOGG 2007)

Datainnsamling 2002-2003 2007-2008

  8 490   
(5 579) 
personer

7 240
(4 248)

personer
+

tilleggsutvalg
377

(242)
personer

  7 665
 (4 359)
personer

 10 034
 (6 027)
personer

621 (264) personer

18-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65-69

70-74

75-79

80-84

85+

1 Størrelsen på et utvalg er antall personer i en befolkningsgruppe som er trukket ut for å intervjues. Brutto-
  utvalget er de vi sitter igjen med etter at det er tatt hensyn til at enkelte er utvandret eller døde etter at ut-
  valget ble trukket. Nettoutvalget (i parentes) er antall gjennomførte telefonintervjuer etter frafall, fordi noen
  personer ikke ville la seg intervjue eller det ikke ble oppnådd kontakt med dem.
Kilde: NorLAG 2002, NOVA; LOGG 2007, SSB og NOVA.

(a) Overview of selections made for LOGG 2007 (Tønder, 2009).

Variabler Prosent 
en-

somme

Antall 
personer 

totalt 

Alle 21,2 15 048

Kjønn
Menn 18,0 7 414
Kvinner 24,1 7 637

Alder
18-29 år 22,7 2 552
30-39 år 19,0 3 067
40-49 år 18,5 2 895
50-59 år 19,4 2 675
60-69 år 22,5 2 267
70-79 år 27,0 1 269
80 år og over 31,7 325

Subjektiv helse
Utmerket 13 0 3 570

(b) Amount of people regarding themselves
as lonely at least occasionally (Tønder,
2009).

Figure 3.5: The data used to account for loneliness in Oslo Monitor 1.0.

Loneliness

Loneliness tells us to what degree a person finds themself lonely.
Oslo Monitor 1.0 refers to a journal called ’Samfunnsspeilet’, published by SSB in

2009 (Tønder, 2009), to account for loneliness. The journal is based on data from the
research called ’Studien av livsløp, generasjon og kjønn (LOGG)’ from 2007. LOGG
2007 is a national research done by SSB and NOVA and consists of the international study
’Generations and Gender Survey (GSS)’ and the second round of the Norwegian study
’Livsløp, aldring og generasjon (NorLAG)’.

In GGS a representative sample of men and women were used. The same person was
interviewed by three years apart each time; called a longitudinal study. NorLAG is also a
longitudinal study. First amount of data were collected in 2002-2003 by interviewing 5559
persons between 40 and 79 years old. The same persons did participate when collecting
data for LOGG in 2007; also being the second round of NorLAG. The selection is from 30
local communities from Agder, Oslo and Akershus, Nord-Trøndelag and Troms. LOGG
collected their data through phone, questionnaires by mail and records. The total base
of data is complex since two different studies were merged. In figure 3.5a there is an
overview of the selections made for LOGG 2007. They ended up getting responses from
43.2 percent of the gross sample, which is a low response rate. They therefore had to
weight the numbers to get representative results for the whole country. Already existing
records also contributed with important data.

The data used in Oslo Monitor to state that more than every fifth Norwegian feels
lonely are shown in figure 3.5b. The total number of respondents were n = 15048. The
question asked is whether they find themselves lonely at least occasionally, or not. The
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sample space is therefore given by: ΩX = {’Do feel lonely some times’, ’Do not feel lonely
some times’}. The number of individuals that occasionally finds themselves lonely, n1,
takes on a binomial distribution, p(n1;n, p). The total population of Oslo in 2007 was
N = 548617 (Statistikkbanken, 2019). N1 denotes the number of people that occasion-
ally finds themselves lonely in all of Oslo.

We estimate p and predictN1 by its approximated 95% prediction interval, PIN1 , given
in equation (2.1):

p̂ = 0.212, PIN1 = [116307± 3656].

Every fifth person in Oslo feels lonely some times. This is a high amount. Loneliness
is an important factor to take into consideration when mapping the social suffering in Oslo.

Child Neglect

According to NSPCC (2007) child neglect is defined as "the persistent failure to meet a
child’s basic physical and/or psychological needs resulting in serious impairment of health
and/or development". The Child Welfare is involved to help the child whenever such a case
is uncovered.

The data used in Oslo Monitor 1.0 are numbers of children that received help from
the Child Welfare in 2015. The data are gathered from the municipality of Oslo; from
its ’child welfare statistics’ in their ’bank of statistics’. The exact data are picked from
’Bydelsstatistikken 2015’ (Oslo Kommune, 2015) and tell us that the number of children
that received help from the Child Welfare in Oslo municipality in 2015 were 5684. Among
these cases some are so serious that the child is in need of a foster care. In 2015 this was
the case for 941 children in Oslo.

There were n = 127639 children under the age of 18 in Oslo in 2015 (SSB, 2015).
A person could either have experienced child neglect or not. The sample space is given
by: ΩX = {’Child neglected’, ’Not child neglected’}. The number of individuals that
have experienced child neglect, n1, follows a binomial distribution: p(n1;n, p). The total
number of people in Oslo in 2015 wereN = 647676 (Statistikkbanken, 2019). N1 denotes
the number of people that have been neglected as a child in all of Oslo.

We estimate p and predictN1 by its approximated 95% prediction interval, PIN1
, given

in equation (2.1):

p̂ = 0.04, PIN1
= [25907± 710].

The numbers are alarming. Hence, it is important to look further into how the variable
interacts with other variables. Child neglect may have disturbing consequences for the
social situation of a person.

Child Poverty

Child poverty is here meant by children growing up in a household with persistent low
income. Oslo Monitor 1.0 states that 17.6 percent of all children in Oslo grew up in house-
holds with persistent low income in 2015. The data represented in figure 3.6a are retrieved
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from SSB (Epland and Kirkeberg, 2017) and shows the regions with the highest propor-
tions. Still, the original data set includes all of the regions of Norway. There were 98200
children in households with persistent low income in all of Norway in 2015. They account
for 10 percent of the children under 18 years old. In addition the proportion has increased
the last years, especially among children from an immigrant family. The proportions of
children either from a Norwegian family or an immigrant family is presented in figure
3.6a.

Life Expectancy

Life expectancy reflects the quality of the populations health. It is defined for a given year
as the expected lifetime of a child born the given year. An important assumption is that the
rate of death will be constant in the future. This is of course not the case in real life (FHI,
2018). In Oslo Monitor 1.0 the life expectancy by birth is presented by the difference
from 2006 to 2010 in the different districts of Oslo. This is shown in figure 3.6b. The
data come from ’Samfunnsspeilet’ published by SSB in 2013 (Nørgaard, 2013). But data
collected on change of life expectancy over time are hard to compare because of variation
in methods used. Another factor is that the data used are based on both three and five
vintages of death. Still, the average life expectancy of a person might tell us a lot about
the social situation of that person. Especially, when combined with factors like loneliness,
disability benefits, education and income.

Prosent

Figur 6. Andelen barn, med og uten innvandrerbakgrunn, i
husholdninger med vedvarende lavinntekt. Etter bostedsfylke

Uten innv. bak. Innv.

Rogaland 2006
Møre og Romsdal 2015
Sogn- og fjordane 2006

Troms 2015
Finnmark 2006

Hordaland 2015
Nord-Trøndelag 2006

Vest-Agder 2015
Vestfold 2006

Aust-Agder 2015
Hedmark 2006
Telemark 2015

Oslo 2006
Landet 2006

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Kilde: Inntekts- og formuesstatistikk for husholdninger, Statistisk sentralbyrå.

(a) Amount of children, with and without immigrant back-
ground, in households with persistent low income by county
(Epland and Kirkeberg, 2017).
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Norge ble i 2017 kåret til verdens lykkeligste 
land av FN (World Happiness Report 2017). Nor-
ge scorer særlig høyt på faktorer som omsorg, 
frihet, generøsitet, ærlighet, helse, inntekt og 
godt styringssystem. Selv om Norge kommer 
godt ut på internasjonale tester, så opplever vi 
sosial smerte også her. Vi ønsker med disse fun-
nene å tydeliggjøre hvor den sosiale smerten 
gjør seg synlig i Oslo. 

Vi vil presisere at integrering ikke er løftet frem 
som en egen utfordring her, men berøres av 
utfordringene som beskrives. Integrering er 
likevel et viktig fokusområde og må fortsatt 
adresseres gjennom tiltakene som gjøres i åre-
ne fremover. 

Ensomhet
Ensomhet er en stor utfordring i Norge som hel-
het - også i Oslo. Ensomhet knyttes i stor grad 
til lav sosial støtte. Folkehelseinstituttet sier at 
«God sosial støtte innebærer at en får kjærlig-
het og omsorg, blir aktet og verdsatt, og at en 
tilhører et sosialt nettverk og et fellesskap med 
gjensidige forpliktelser. Det motsatte av god so-
sial støtte er ensomhet.»

Det tilsvarer omtrent 130.000 personer i Oslo. 
Videre finnes det omtrent 10.000 personer i 
Oslo som ikke har noen nære fortrolige. Begge 
funnene er alvorlige, men de som opplever at 
de står helt alene befinner seg i en spesielt sår-
bar situasjon. 

Med så høye tall i samfunnet generelt, har vi in-
gen grunn til å anta at ensomhet ikke finnes i 
menighetene i Oslo. Vi vil oppfordre kirkene til 

å først forstå og adressere graden av ensomhet 
i egne sammenhenger for så å kunne hjelpe en-
somme i samfunnet for øvrig.
 
Omsorgssvikt
Omsorgssvikt er en utfordring som får mye me-
die- og politisk oppmerksomhet. Både fagper-
soners (leger, psykologer, lærere etc) og privat-
personers ansvar for å rapportere mistanke om 
omsorgssvikt understrekes stadig i mediebildet. 

«Begrepet omsorgssvikt (engelsk «neglect») 
omhandler det å forsømme å dekke et barns 
grunnleggende behov slik at det utsettes for fy-
sisk eller psykisk skade eller fare.» (Håndbok for 
helse- og omsorgspersonell ved mistanke om 
barnemishandling)

I 2015 fikk 5 694 barn og unge i Oslo kommune 
hjelp av barnevernet (www.oslo.kommune.no) 
Barnevernet bidrar med mye støtte og hjelp i 
barnets oppvekstmiljø (særlig hjem og skole). 
Hele fire av fem barn som får hjelp fra barne-
vernet, får hjelp i hjemmet, mens resterende 
har behov for større hjelp i form av avlastnings-
hjem, beredskapshjem eller ordinære foster-
hjem. Hvert år trenger mellom 50 og 100 barn 
og unge i Oslo et fosterhjem. 

Barnevernet er opptatt av at barnets religiøse 
og kulturelle bakgrunn ivaretas når et barn skal 
plasseres i et fosterhjem. Det er derfor behov 
for mange flere fosterhjem enn akkurat det an-
tallet barn som trenger et nytt hjem. 

Fattigdom 
17,5% av alle barn i Oslo vokser opp i hushold-
ninger med vedvarende lavinntekt (SSB.no). 
Det er nesten det dobbelte av landsgjennom-
snittet på 10%. Selv om mange vokser opp i fa-
milier definert som fattige, fanger statistikken i 
liten grad opp sammenhengen til oppvekstsvil-
kår utover økonomi. Organisasjonene som job-
ber med å bekjempe fattigdom understreker at 
sosialt nettverk er viktigere enn om du er over 
/ under fattigdomsgrensen. Frelsesarmeen sier:
Vi må evne å hjelpe folk med å mestre hverdagen 
i tillegg til å gjøre høytidene minneverdige. 

5. Sosial smerte

Det er ikke bare hva du råder over i form av øko-
nomiske og menneskelige ressurser som har be-
tydning for ditt velvære, men også hvilke sosiale 
relasjoner du inngår i. Fellesnevneren for begre-
pet sosial kapital er at også sosiale relasjoner 
inneholder ressurser. Disse ressursene tilfaller 
både enkeltindividet, nettverk, lokalsamfunn og 
storsamfunn (Helsedirektoratet.no). Det er stor 
forskjell på slik sosial kapital i de ulike bydelene 
i Oslo. Tall fra SSB og Oslo kommune viser en 
tydelig forskjell i sosial kapital fra øst til vest. 
Bydelene i Oslo vest har gjennomgående høy-
ere utdanningsnivå og lønnsnivå enn bydelene 
i sentrum og Oslo Øst, med unntak av Nord-
strand som også scorer høyt. Den samme tren-
den viser seg på forventet levealder og andelen 
uføre i hver bydel.

Samlivsbrudd
Samlivsbrudd er utbredt i Norge og i Oslo. På 
landsbasis opplevde nesten 12 000 barn under 
18 år foreldre-separasjon i 2015 (ssb.no). Tallene 
for skilsmisse var 8 743 i 2015. I tillegg kommer 

tall for samboende par. Mer enn hvert fjerde 
barn i Norge opplever at foreldrene går fra hver-
andre før de er fylt 18 år (ssb.no). Det er et ty-
delig behov for å styrke familiebåndene i Norge. 
Det er naturligvis ikke slik at det alltid er bedre 
for foreldre å holde sammen eller at barnet vil 
ta skade av at foreldrene går fra hverandre. Li-
kevel er det klart at selve bruddet utgjør en risi-
kofaktor for barnet. Det er flere ting som tyder 
på at samlivsbrudd kan ha negativ innvirkning 
på barna. Ifølge Hanne Skjelten Tveit og Ingunn 
Størksen (utdanningsforskning.no) kan samlivs-
brudd skade barns tilknytningsfølelse og utløse 
reaksjoner som fører til endret atferd eller emo-
sjonelle vansker. I en norsk studie som fokuserte 
på 5-åringers egne opplevelser, kom det frem at 
de som hadde opplevd samlivsbrudd, uttrykte 
mer frustrasjon, tristhet, ensomhet og bekym-
ring enn andre barn (Størksen, Thorsen, Øver-
land og Brown 2011). 

Forskjeller i forventet levealder ved 
fødsel i bydelene 2006-2010
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Høyest
Vestre Aker 81,6
Nordre Aker 81,0
Ullern 80,7

Lavest
Sagene 73,2
Grünerløkka 73,3
Gamle Oslo 74,8

Høyest
Vestre Aker 85,9
Ullern 84,2
Nordstrand 83,9

Lavest
Grünerløkka 78,2
Sagene 78,8
Stovner 80,2

Menn Kvinner

Undersøkelser (FHI) viser 
at mer enn hver femte 
nordmann føler seg ensom.

«Still heller med nettverk, hjelp til 
skolestart, ferieopplevelser, hytter. Det 
er viktigere enn en søppelsekk til jul.»

Figur 5

I det første leveåret 
bor 88 % av barna 
sammen med begge 
foreldrene sine. Blant hjemmeboende 
17-åringer er tallet 61 %.

(b) Change from 2006 to 2010 in life expectancy
by birth in the different districts of Oslo (Talset,
2018).

Figure 3.6: Data concerning poverty and life expectancy.

Divorce

We consider the number of children, under the age of 18, experiencing their parents getting
divorced in 2015. The number were 8743. This number is collected from a SSB report
(SSB, 2018b). The data originate from information about parents and their relation to their
children from ’Det sentrale folkeregister’ (DSF). But the data from DSF do not take into
consideration the children with parents living in a cohabitation experiencing their parents
leaving each other. Most likely the number of children experiencing their parents splitting
up is a lot higher.
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Disability

Oslo Monitor 1.0 includes three graphs concerning social differences, presented in figure
3.7. The first graph in figure 3.7a models the disability benefits among people in the dif-
ferent districts of Oslo. By disability benefits it is meant that a person receives financial
support because their ability to make an income is permanently reduced because of sick-
ness or an injury (NAV, 2019). Hence, by disability it is meant that a person is permanently
reduced because of the reasons just mentioned.

The data are collected from the municipality of Oslo’s ’bank of statistics’ (Statis-
tikkbanken, 2019) but the data originate from PESYS/NAV and SSB. The data are both
from 2010 and 2016.

In 2016 there were 24014 registered persons that received disability benefits in Oslo.
Thus, n is unknown. Nevertheless, we assume that: ΩX = {’Disabled’, ’Not disabled’}.
The number of people that are disabled, n1, follows a binomial distribution, p(n1;n, p).
The total population of Oslo above the age of 18 in 2016 were N = 546536. Furthermore,
N1 denotes the number of people in all of Oslo that because of sickness or an injury are
permanently not able to make an income.

We estimate p and predict N1 but cannot calculate the corresponding approximated
95% prediction interval of N1, because n is unknown:

p̂ = 0.05, N̂1 = 27327.

The number of persons that received disability benefits in each district of Oslo in 2016
might reflect the magnitude of people dealing with challenges caused by their childhood.
At the same time the number also includes persons that all of a sudden become ill or
injured.

Income

The data for the average income of the different districts of Oslo from 2010 and 2014 are
presented in figure 3.7b. The data are collected from the municipality of Oslo’s ’bank of
statistics’ (Statistikkbanken, 2019) but the data originate from PESYS/NAV and SSB. In
the ’bank of statistics’ it is possible to get the same data for groups of different levels of
income instead.

The size of the population in the data set is n = 283986. We assign a sample space for
the income levels given, in thousands, by: ΩX = {’0-199’, ’200-399’, ’400-599’, ’600-799’,
’800+’}. The number of individuals for each outcome, n = (n1, ..., n5), takes on a corre-
sponding multinomial distribution, p(n;n,p), where p = (p1, ..., p5). The total population
of Oslo in 2014 were N = 634463 (Statistikkbanken, 2019). Nk denotes the number of
people with the corresponding income level in all of Oslo.

We estimate each pk and predict their corresponding Nk by their approximated 95%
prediction interval, PINk

, given in equation (2.1), for k = 1, ..., 5:

1. p̂1 = 0.17, PIN1
= [107859± 894],

2. p̂2 = 0.22, PIN2 = [139582± 986],

3. p̂3 = 0.30, PIN3
= [190339± 1091],
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4. p̂4 = 0.15, PIN4 = [95169± 850],

5. p̂5 = 0.16, PIN5
= [101514± 873].

The lowest income possible is actually the lowest disability benefit available. Accord-
ing to NAV (2018) this is 2.28 times the absolutely lowest amount called 1G. According to
Skatteetaten (2019), the value of 1G in 2014 was 88370 NOK, while in 2019 it was 99858
NOK. Hence, the lowest possible income in 2014 was 201484 NOK and in 2019 it was
227676 NOK. This indicates that the amount of people accounting for the proportion of
people with an income under 200000 most likely are children, youth and young adults still
under education. They neither earn their own money or receive disability benefits.

Education

Education is measured by what kind of school a person has completed, resulting in dif-
ferent levels of education. The two highest levels of education are ’University - Lower
level’ and ’University - Higher level’. According to Statistikkbanken (2019) the lower
level includes 4 years of a completed degree at a university, while the higher level covers
completed degrees above 4 years, as well as researchers. The levels are presented in figure
3.7c for the different districts of Oslo.

The data are collected from the municipality of Oslo’s ’bank of statistics’ but the data
originate from PESYS/NAV and SSB (Statistikkbanken, 2019).

The size of the population in the data set is n = 553365. From the data in figure 3.7c
we decide on a sample space for the levels of education: ΩX = {’Not applicable’, ’Elementary
School’, ’High School’, ’University - Lower Level’, ’University - Higher Level’}. The num-
ber of individuals for each outcome, n = (n1, ..., n5), takes on a corresponding multino-
mial distribution, p(n;n,p), where p = (p1, ..., p5). The total population of Oslo in 2017
were N = 666759 (Statistikkbanken, 2019). Nk denotes the number of people in all of
Oslo with the corresponding level of education.

We estimate each pk and predict their corresponding Nk by their approximated 95%
prediction interval, PINk

, given in equation (2.1), for k = 1, ..., 5:

1. p̂1 = 0.02, PIN1
= [13335± 251],

2. p̂2 = 0.20, PIN2 = [133352± 717],

3. p̂3 = 0.28, PIN3
= [186693± 805],

4. p̂4 = 0.30, PIN4
= [200028± 821],

5. p̂5 = 0.20, PIN5
= [133352± 717].

Education is an important variable to include in a model accounting for the social
situation of a person. In general your education is the foundation on which your carrier is
built in Norway.
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Figur 6

Figur 7 Figur 8(a) Percentages of people getting disability benefits in
the different districts of Oslo (Talset, 2018).
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Figur 7 Figur 8

(b) Average income in the different districts of Oslo
(Talset, 2018).
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(c) Levels of education in the different districts of Oslo
(Talset, 2018).

Figure 3.7: Data regarding social differences.

Conclusion

Oslo Monitor 1.0 states that at any time 20 percent of the population find themselves
lonely. Loneliness is here correlated to a low social support. On the contrary, a social
network encouraging mutual commitment antagonizes loneliness. Child neglect is widely
common in Oslo. In addition, 17.6 percent of all children in Oslo are raised in a home of
low income. The differences are huge among the districts in the east and the west of the
city. Not only do the eastern districts have a lower mean income and level of education
but also the expected life span is lower. Divorce is also widely common; not only in Oslo
but all of Norway. 8743 children in Norway, before turning 18 years old, experience their
parents getting a divorce.

3.3 Cultural Challenges
The cultural challenges monitor mindsets and attitudes towards the following spheres of
society: Media, high school drop-outs, illegal employment and volunteering. The data are
mostly from SSB.
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Media

The use of religious words in media has increased and is more frequent than 10 years ago.
’Tro’, or ’faith’, was written about 174.000 times in 2016 and 159.000 in 2007 (Talset,
2018). As Oslo Monitor 1.0 states, there is no way to tell if the word ’faith’ is actually
used in a non-religious setting. Still, the trend is the same when looking at words like
’church’, ’God’, ’Christians’ and ’Jesus’.

High School Drop-outs

High school drop-outs are people not completing high school within five years.
SSB (2018e) is used as source to account for the amount of high school drop-outs.

Oslo Monitor 1.0 states that 27 percent of those starting high school do not complete
within five years. There are more boys (61 percent) than girls (39 percent). Of the high
school drop-outs 74 percent followed the ’yrkesfaglig’, or technical, study program and
26 percent followed the ’studieforberedende’, or academical, study program. The data are
from the period 2010-2015 (Talset, 2018).

The number of students that started high school in 2010 and finished it in 2015 or ear-
lier is n = 63837. The question considered is whether a high school student finishes or not
within five years. An appropriate sample space is given by: ΩX = {’Did not finish high
school within five years’, ’Did finish high school within five years’}. The number of indi-
viduals that did not finish high school within five years, n1, follows a binomial distribution,
p(n1;n, p). The total population of Oslo in 2010 were N = 586860 (Statistikkbanken,
2019). Furthermore, N1 denotes the number of high school drop-outs in all of Oslo.

We estimate p and predictN1 by its approximated 95% prediction interval, PIN1
, given

in equation (2.1):

p̂ = 0.27, PIN1
= [158452± 2062].

There might be a lot of factors involved to why a youth decides to drop out of high
school. Factors like child neglect and parents receiving disability benefits are assumed to
be correlated to drop-outs. Also their parents educational level might play a significant
role, as well as their relationship to their parents.

Illegal Employment

The distribution of illegal employment accounts for almost 15 percent of the turnover in
Norway and is estimated to be 430 billion NOK a year by Skatteetaten (Talset, 2018). But
it follows a huge amount of uncertainty to such a number, obviously. Also, the question
whether a person take advantage of illegal employment or not will not present the true
distribution.

Volunteering

Approximately 5 percent of the economic value in Norway in 2014 were added by volun-
teering work (Talset, 2018). Oslo Monitor 1.0 continues to account for who finances the
volunteering work; where 43 percent comes from private households. The data are from
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’Satelittregnskap for ideelle og frivillige organisasjoner’ by SSB from 2014 (SSB, 2018g).
The method used to estimate the numbers presented by SSB is assumed to cover the pop-
ulation as a whole within each area of activity defined by UN’s standard for classification
(ICNPO): Culture, education, health, social services, conservation, local communities,
political organisations, centers for volunteering, international organisations, religion and
labor unions. The estimated value of the number of non-payed volunteering work units
is found from assuming expenses per ’årsverk’, or ’annual amount of work’, in NOK to
be the same as for regular work within the different areas of activities. Then by dividing
the total expenses of non-payed work in NOK on the relevant ’annual amount of work’.
The number of non-payed volunteering work units within each area of activity reflects the
volunteering mindset that most Norwegians share.

Conclusion

From their analysis of cultural challenges there are 27 percent of Norwegian teenagers
who do not finish high school within five years. This often results in an unstable prospect
for their future. This raises the question if there should be offered other alternatives than
attending high school. Another big challenge is the distribution of illegal employment
accounting for almost 15 percent of the turnover in Norway. The attitude towards this
kind of employment is the first thing that needs to change, to fight this. To care about the
society beyond an organization’s primarily goal, often in terms of maximizing the return,
will be more and more important in the future. The volunteering aspect of Norwegian
society contributes with 72 billion Norwegian crowns a year.
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Chapter 4

Population of Lilleby

Different factors within the spiritual situation, social suffering and cultural challenges are
introduced in the previous chapter. The factors make up variables that are interesting to
include in an interaction model to describe the population of Lilleby. Still, some modifi-
cations are made as to simplify the interaction model.

The theory behind pair-copula constructions is introduced and proposes a method to
build an interaction model. A simplified version of the method is derived for categorical
variables with either a binomial or multinomial distribution.

The population of Lilleby with all their characteristics is made by simulating a realiza-
tion of residents using the interaction model. Estimates of the marginal probabilities are
compared to their respective marginal probabilities. The degree of dependence in bivariate
characteristics of the population is visualized by two-dimensional biplots.

4.1 Description of Lilleby
’Spiritual situation’ is modified to only include the following attitudes towards religion:
’Belief in God’ and ’Personal Christian’. ’Church attendance last 12 months’ is removed
as ’Active church attendee’, renamed as ’Church activity’, is more interesting to include
in the model. ’Bible usage’ is still included.

’Social suffering’ is renamed to ’Social background’ and ’Cultural challenges’ is re-
moved but ’High school drop-outs’ is included in ’Education’. The following variables
are removed from ’Social background’: ’Child poverty’, ’Life expectancy’ and ’Divorce’.
Hence, ’Social background’ includes the following variables: ’Child neglect’, ’Disability’,
’Education’, ’Income’ and ’Loneliness’.

In addition some ’General characteristics’ are included with their marginal distribu-
tions and parameter estimates. They are ’District’, ’Cultural origin’, ’Age’, ’Marital sta-
tus’, ’Gender’ and ’Number of children’.

The resulting interaction model accounts for interplay among the introduced variables
for the spiritual situation and the social background, as well as variables for the more
general characteristics now to be introduced.
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4.1.1 General Characteristics of Lilleby
The general characteristics for a person in Lilleby are district, cultural origin, age, marital
status, gender and number of children. The assumptions regarding the marginal distribu-
tions of the general characteristics are inspired by data retrieved from SSB (2019a) and
Statistikkbanken (2019).

District

Lilleby consists of four districts called ’West’, ’South’, ’North’ and ’East’. Some assump-
tions are made regarding each of the districts. In the north the majority of the population
is assumed to be students and young adults while the south is dominated by families with
children at home. The western part of the city inhabits rich and elderly people while the
majority of the eastern part is poor people and immigrants.

An appropriate sample space for the district, X , of a person is given by: ΩX =
{’West’, ’South’, ’North’, ’East’}. The size of each district is inspired by the data from the
inner part of Oslo in 2018 (Statistikkbanken, 2019). Amount of people living in each dis-
trict follows a multinomial distribution with corresponding parameters, p = (p1, ..., p4).

The relevant parameter estimates for the proportion of persons living in the different
districts of Lilleby are found by their respective MLE:

p̂1 = 0.25, p̂2 = 0.15, p̂3 = 0.25, p̂4 = 0.35.

Cultural Origin

A persons cultural origin is hard to define. Both religion and economy is taken into ac-
count, in our case. Religion is decided to be the most common religion or belief system
in the given part of the world. While economy tells to what extend a person is assumed
to manage the Norwegian job market. On behalf of religion and economy the different
countries of origin are categorized into the following groups of origin:

1. North of Europe including Norway and the Nordic countries as well as North Amer-
ica and Oceania where the common religion is Lutheran Christianity and the people
do have an easy approach to the Norwegian job market.

2. Middle of Europe, South of Europe and South America where the common religion
is Catholicism and the people do have a similar approach to the Norwegian job
market as the first group.

3. East of Europe and North of Asia including Russia among others where the com-
mon religion is Orthodox Christianity and the people do often enter the market for
craftsmen.

4. The Far East including China, Korea, Japan, India and Thailand among others where
the common religions are Buddhism and Hinduism and the people do not enter the
Norwegian job market as easy as the first two groups.
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5. Africa and The Near East including The Middle East, Iran, Afghanistan and Turkey
among others where the common religion is Islam and the majority are refugees
with a challenging time entering the Norwegian job market.

An appropriate sample space for the origin, X , of a person is given by: ΩX =
{’Origin 1’, ’Origin 2’, ’Origin 3’, ’Origin 4’, ’Origin 5’}. The corresponding estimated
parameters for the proportion of persons having the different origins in Lilleby are in-
spired by the data from SSB (2018a). They are found by their respective MLE for the
multinomial distribution:

p̂1 = 0.91, p̂2 = 0.02, p̂3 = 0.04, p̂4 = 0.01, p̂5 = 0.02.

Age

The population of Lilleby is divided into five different age groups inspired by the data
from SSB (2018c). Children under the age of 15 are not included. The five groups are
youths at high school (15-19 years old), young adults with children at home (20-39 years
old), adults with youths at home (40-49 years old), adults still working but no kids at home
(50-69 years old) and retired, elderly people (70+ years old).

An appropriate sample space for the age group, X , of a person is given by: ΩX =
{’Age 15-19’, ’Age 20-39’, ’Age 40-49’, ’Age 50-69’, ’Age 70+’}. The corresponding es-
timated parameters for the proportion of persons from the different age groups in Lilleby
are found by their respective MLE for the multinomial distribution:

p̂1 = 0.07, p̂2 = 0.33, p̂3 = 0.17, p̂4 = 0.28, p̂5 = 0.15.

Marital Status

According to SSB (2018f) it is reasonable to define a persons marital status as either single,
married or living in a cohabitation. An appropriate sample space for the marital status, X ,
of a person is given by: ΩX = {’Single’, ’Cohabitation’, ’Married’}. The corresponding
estimated parameters for the proportion of persons with different marital status in Lilleby
are found by their respective MLE for the multinomial distribution:

p̂1 = 0.40, p̂2 = 0.20, p̂3 = 0.40.

Gender

Data from SSB (2018c) state that gender, X , follows a binomial distribution. The sample
space is therefore given by: ΩX = {Male,Female}. The relevant parameter estimates
of p = (p1, p2) are found from the MLE for the binomial distribution. The estimated
proportion parameters for a person being a male or a female is, respectively:

p̂1 = 0.50, p̂2 = 0.50.
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Number of Children

Data from SSB (2019b) show the proportions of persons having different number of chil-
dren under the age of 18. Either a person has no children, one child, two children or three
children or more. An appropriate sample space for the number of children, X , is given by:
ΩX = {’No children’, ’1 child’, ’2 children’, ’3 children or more’}. The corresponding
estimated parameters for the proportion of persons in Lilleby with the different amounts
of children are found by their respective MLE for the multinomial distribution:

p̂1 = 0.74, p̂2 = 0.11, p̂3 = 0.11, p̂4 = 0.04.

4.1.2 Interaction Model
Each variable, Xi ∈ ΩXi

, now have a fully specified and fixed marginal distribution;
p(xi); i = 1, ..., n, where n is the total number of included variables in the interaction
model. Hence, X = (X1, ..., Xn) has a multivariate probability mass function (pmf)
defined by p(x) where X ∈ ΩX is given by: ΩX = ΩX1 × ΩX2 × . . . × ΩXn . The
multivariate sample space is fully specified as long as no dependence is assumed between
the variables. The goal is to create an interaction model that accounts for the interplay
among the X’s. Hence, the challenge is to describe a fully specified sample space for X ∈
ΩX such that p(x) given p(xi); i = 1, ..., n, is fully specified when dependence is assumed
between the Xi’s. This is necessary to be able to sample from p(x). The interactions are
described and defined in the following by the use of conditional independence.

Interactions

The population of Lilleby is a simulated realization of p(x) where each of the nL residents
are assigned a value for each of the following categorical variables:

C: General Characteristics U: Social Background S: Spiritual Situation
C1: District U1: Child neglect S1: Belief in God
C2: Cultural origin U2: Disability S2: Personal Christian
C3: Age U3: Education S3: Church activity
C4: Marital status U4: Income S4: Bible usage
C5: Gender U5: Loneliness
C6: Number of children

The simulated realizations are contained in a matrix of dimension (nc + nu + ns) ×
nL, where nc, nu and ns are the number of variables in C, U and S, respectively. The
realizations for person i; where i = 1, ..., nL, are collected in:

Xi = [C,U,S]i = [C1, ..., C6, U1, ..., U5, S1, ..., S4]i.

To describe the interactions between the different variables for the full matrix of realiza-
tions they are conditioned on each other as follows:

X = [S | U,C][U | C]C. (4.1)
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Should this be fully written out for each Ci, Uj and Sk, for i = 1, ..., nc, j = 1, ..., nu and
k = 1, ..., ns, they will all be conditioned on every preceding variable. But conditional
independence is assumed, resulting in the following conditioned variables:

[C] =C1[C2 | C1][C3 | C2, C1][C4 | C3][C5 | C4][C6 | C4, C3, C2],

[U | C] =[U1 | C5, C4][U2 | U1, C3][U3 | U1, C5, C2][U4 | U3, C3]

[U5 | U2, C5, C3]

and

[S | U,C] =[S1 | C3, C2][S2 | S1, C4, C2][S3 | S2, U5][S4 | S2].

Interactions are defined as in the preceding and all the marginal distributions are specified
and fixed for each Xi ∈ ΩXi . The multivariate sample space for X = [S | U,C][U |
C]C ∈ ΩX is to be specified, such that a p(x) = p(s | u, c)p(u | c)p(c) can be specified as
well and used for simulation. A method based on the theory of pair-copula constructions
is now developed.

Theory of Pair-Copula Constructions

Multivariate models are used to describe the interaction between a multiple of variables.
The objective is hence to describe more than just the marginal properties of a variable.
Pair-copula constructions (PCCs) discussed by Haff (2012) are frequently used. The idea
behind PCCs is to build a multivariate copula from bivariate copulas.

A copula is used to model dependence. According to Cont and Tankov (2004), a d-
dimensional copula is a function, C, with domain Rd[0,1] such that:

1. C is grounded and d-increasing,

2. C has margins Cl, l = 1, 2, ..., d, which satisfy Cl(u) = u for all u ∈ R[0,1].

We focus on d = 2 because this is the case for the pair-copula constructions. Let S1 and
S2 be two possible infinite closed intervals. The bivariate copula, C, with domain S1×S2

is said to be grounded if for every x ∈ S1, C(x,minS2) = 0 and for every y ∈ S2,
C(minS1, y) = 0. Let x1, x2 ∈ S1 where x1 ≤ x2 and y1, y2 ∈ S2 where y1 ≤ y2. Then
C is 2-increasing if C(x2, y2)− C(x2, y1)− C(x1, y2) + C(x1, y1) ≥ 0.

Sklar’s theorem states that if F is a d-dimensional cumulative distribution function,
with uniformly distributed marginal cdfs, F1, . . . , Fd, then there exists a copula C such
that:

F (x1, ..., xd) = C(F1(x1), F2(x2), . . . , Fd(xd)).

The copula, C, is unique for continuous distributions. This is not the case for discrete
distributions. No theory could be found for the non-ordered categorical case as we deal
with in the Lilleby study. Hence, we develop a copulae-inspired technique to include
dependence in multivariate categorical variables, given their marginal distributions.
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Derivation of the Interaction Model

The variables associated with each person in Lilleby and their interactions are defined in
equation (4.1). Each xi is assumed to be bi- or multinomially distributed with known,
fixed marginal distribution, p(xi); for i = 1, ..., nx, where nx = nc+nu+ns are the total
number of variables in x.

Consider x ∈ Ωx and y ∈ Ωy having kx and ky elements, respectively, also being the
number of possible outcomes for x and y. For y it may consist of a subset of the sample
space, Ωy . Note that the subset is not explicitly reflected in the notation.

Consider the known and fixed probabilities for x and y from the already defined
marginal distributions. For x they are defined as pxi for i = 1, ..., kx, while for y the
probabilities are pyj for j = 1, ..., ky . The interaction between x and y is defined by their
bivariate distribution, p(x, y). Since they are both categorical they are increasingly ordered
on the axis of the corresponding bivariate matrix such that the pairs (x1, y1), ..., (xkx , yky )
are assumed to have increasing positive dependence. Each element of the bivariate matrix,
assuming independence, has joint distribution p(xi, yj) = pxi p

y
j for the given pair (xi, yj).

Dependence is created by adding the set of αij ∈ R for i = 1, ..., kx, j = 1, ..., ky to
the corresponding element of the bivariate matrix. The (i, j)-th element of the bivariate
matrix is hence given by:

p(xi, yj) = pxi p
y
j + αij ; i = 1, ..., kx, j = 1, ..., ky.

Note that for p(x, y) to be a valid bivariate pmf reproducing the marginals, pxi , i = 1, ..., kx,
and pyj , j = 1, ..., ky , the following must hold:∑

i

αij = 0,
∑
j

αij = 0

and

0 ≤ pxi p
y
j + αij ≤ 1; ∀ i = 1, ..., kx, j = 1, ..., ky. (4.2)

The written-out bivariate matrix is:



py1 py2 . . . pyky−1 pyky

pxkx . . . . . . . . .

pxkx−1

...
. . .

... . .
. ...

...
... . . . pxi p

y
j + αij . . .

...

px2
... . .

. ...
. . .

...

px1 . . . . . . . . .


, (4.3)

where kx and ky are number of outcomes in Ωx and Ωy , respectively, and αij is a measure
of deviance from independence.

We make a procedure to adjust the inital bivariate matrix by adding αij to each cor-
responding element. Give each αij a positive or negative integer, bij , multiplied with the
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unit u. Hence, αij = biju, where bij ∈ N for i = 1, ..., kx, j = 1, ..., ky and u ≥ 0.
Specify all bij such that

∑
i bij =

∑
j bij = 0 and such that each bij reflects the rela-

tive deviation from independence for the given matrix element. In order to fulfill equation
(4.2), calculate the largest value umay have given that αij = biju. Keep in mind that each
αij is assigned subjectively based on our understanding of the conditions of the relevant
aspects included in x in the Norwegian society.

The bivariate matrix now defines the probabilities for the different outcomes of (xi, yi)
which can be used to calculate the conditional probabilities we need to sample:

p(xi | yj) =
p(xi, yj)

p(yj)
=
pxi p

y
j + αij

pyj
, ∀ i = 1, ..., kx, j = 1, ..., ky. (4.4)

The bivariate matrix can be thought of as a categorical bivariate copula used as a
building-block to construct a multivariate copula (Haff, 2012). After sequentially repeat-
ing this procedure for all the conditioned variables in x, the outcome is a fully specified
sample space for x ∈ Ωx. Hence, it is possible to sample from the joint pdf, p(x), given
the marginal pdfs, p(xi); i = 1, ..., n. See algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Sampling from a bivariate joint distribution with categorical outcomes

1: Decide on dependencies to account for as done in (4.1)
2: Let the interaction be between y (known) and x (to be found)
3: if x | y then
4: Decide on a natural ordering of y and x
5: Calculate their bivariate matrix as in (4.3)
6: else if x | y1, y2, ... then
7: Decide on reasonable groups for the ky1 × ky2 × ... possible combinations of

y1, y2, ...
8: Sum the combinations within each group and let the groups be the new possible

outcomes of y
9: Decide on a natural ordering of y and x

10: Calculate their bivariate matrix as in (4.3)
11: end if
12: Calculate the measure of dependence, αij
13: Weight the probability elements of the bivariate matrix to account for the amount of

dependence between the different y’s and x’s
14: for i = 1, 2, . . . , nL do
15: Given the already simulated outcome(s) of yi, sample xi from a multinomial

distribution with the relevant conditional probability, px|yi , given by (4.4)
16: end for
17: Repeat this procedure for the next categorical variable, x
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4.2 The Realized Lilleby
The interaction model is used to simulate a realization of Lilleby residents with all their
characteristics. Estimates of the marginal probabilities are compared to their respective
marginal probabilities. The degree of dependence in bivariate characteristics of the popu-
lation is visualized by two-dimensional biplots.

4.2.1 Simulation of Lilleby
The population of Lilleby with all their characteristics is made by simulating a realization
of nL = 100000 residents using the method summarized in algorithm 1. Hence, each
person, i, of Lilleby posses all the variables within general characteristics, ci, social back-
ground, ui, and spiritual situation, si, where i = 1, ..., nL. The interactions between the
variables, xi = [s | u, c]i[u | c]ici, are defined in equation (4.1).

The proportions for each variable outcome is an estimate of the marginal probabilities
and they are compared to their respective marginal probabilities. The deviations are of
course small since nL is large.

We inspect Lilleby further by visualizing the degree of dependence in bivariate char-
acteristics of the population by two-dimensional biplots. A contingency table is made to
be able to visualize the degree of dependence in the bivariate characteristics of a given pair
of categorical variables, x and y, for x 6= y. We make sure that the values follow a natural
ordering. The contingency table is then used to compare the number of persons for each
combination of x and y in the simulated realization to the corresponding probabilities as-
suming independence. The degree of dependence is hence the deviation from pxy = pxpy

and is given by a deviation factor from independence:

τxy =
p̃xy

pxy
,

where p̃xy is the fraction of persons for each combination of x and y in the simulated
realization.

The bivariate matrix is visualized by its respective p̃xy; being related to a bubble of
corresponding size. The color of each bubble indicates the degree of dependence, hence
deviation from pxy . A yellow bubble is assigned whenever τxy ≈ 1 and indicates weak
dependence. The color strength of the bubbles vary with correlation strength, where red
indicates negative dependence (τxy < 1) and green indicates positive dependence (τxy >
1). The biplots are made to assure that the dependence accounted for while sampling is
reflected in the simulated realization.

4.2.2 Evaluation of Lilleby
Biplots are made of the interactions defined in equation (4.1) as well as of variables in-
teracting through one or two steps of variables. Comments are made to what degree the
visualized dependencies corresponds to the assumptions made on dependence when sim-
ulating Lilleby.
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General Characteristics

We select some bivariate characteristics for the general characteristics. The given pairs of
categorical variables are visualized as biplots.

In figure 4.1 the degree of dependence is visualized for ’Cultural origin’ and ’District’.
In the realization of Lilleby a resident of origin 5 (Africa and The Near East) is more
likely to live in the east of Lilleby and less likely to live in the west. The assumption is
confirmed in the biplot. The largest proportion of residents are of origin 1 (North America,
Oceania and North of Europe including Norway) and the degree of dependence given each
district is weak, yet reasonable. Figure 4.2 presents the degree of dependence for ’Age’
and ’District’. The south is assumed to be dominated by families with children at home
which corresponds to the strong degree of dependence in age 15-19 living in the south.
The biplot also confirms that inhabitants in the west are more likely to be elderly people
over the age of 70. Figure 4.3 is a biplot of ’Marital status’ and ’Age’. Adults at age
50-69, where the majority is still working but have no kids living at home, are more likely
to be married and less likely to live in cohabitation. At age 15-19 one is more likely to
be single and not likely to be married at all. Young adults at age 20-39 are more likely to
live in cohabitation. These assumptions are confirmed in the biplot. The biplot also shows
that the youths at age 15-19 are more likely to live in cohabitation but the strong degree
of dependence is questionable. Figure 4.4 confirms that a male is more likely to be single,
while a female is more likely to be married. In figure 4.5 the degree of dependence for
’Number of children’ and ’Age’ is overall weak. But the biplot confirms that having three
children or more is most unlikely for a youth at age 15-19. The degree of dependence
between having one child and being at age 15-19 does not correspond to the assumptions
made when sampling.

Figure 4.6 includes ’Gender’ and ’Cultural origin’. They interact through two steps
of variables. Naturally the degree of dependence is weak. In figure 4.7 the variables
’Number of children’ and ’District’ are interacting through one step of variables. The
degree of dependence is weak, yet reasonable.
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West South North East

Origin 1

Origin 2

Origin 3

Origin 4

Origin 5

1.03 1.01 0.98 0.99

0.66 1.63 1.58 0.54

1.05 0.96 1 1.02

0.37 0 1.62 1.45

0.38 0.54 0.75 1.82

Figure 4.1: Degree of dependence for ’Cultural origin’ and ’District’, ρ̃c2c1 .

West South North East

Age 15−19

Age 20−39

Age 40−49

Age 50−69

Age 70+

1.03 1.24 0.74 1.06

0.91 1.01 1.04 1.04

0.91 1.14 0.94 1.04

1.03 0.91 1.04 0.96

1.25 0.84 1.01 0.91

Figure 4.2: Degree of dependence for ’Age’ and ’District’, ρ̃c3c1 .
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Age 15−19 Age 20−39 Age 40−49 Age 50−69 Age 70+

Single

Cohabitation

Married

1.65 1.08 0.88 0.76 1.16

1.69 1.28 0.97 0.5 1.02

0 0.79 1.14 1.47 0.85

Figure 4.3: Degree of dependence for ’Marital status’ and ’Age’, ρ̃c4c3 .

Single Cohabitation Married

Male

Female

1.51 1 0.5

0.5 1.01 1.49

Figure 4.4: Degree of dependence for ’Gender’ and ’Marital status’, ρ̃c5c4 .
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Age 15−19 Age 20−39 Age 40−49 Age 50−69 Age 70+

No children

1 child

2 children

3 children or more

1.05 1 0.99 0.99 1.01

1.15 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.98

0.81 1.02 1.06 1.05 1.04

0.17 1.07 1.05 1.06 0.98

Figure 4.5: Degree of dependence for ’Number of children’ and ’Age’, ρ̃c6c3 .

Origin 1 Origin 2 Origin 3 Origin 4 Origin 5

Male

Female

1 0.99 1.02 1 0.99

1 1 1.01 1.01 1.01

Figure 4.6: Degree of dependence for ’Gender’ and ’Cultural origin’, ρ̃c5c2 .
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West South North East

No children

1 child

2 children

3 children or more

1 1 1 1

0.98 0.99 0.97 0.98

1.06 1.01 1.03 1

0.95 0.99 0.96 1.04

Figure 4.7: Degree of dependence for ’Number of children’ and ’District’, ρ̃c6c1 .

Social Background

The following is accounted for in the simulation: High school is the highest level of ed-
ucation that a youth at age 15-19 can have. Hence, if the realized person is at age 15-19
the probability of being a high school drop-out, defined in chapter 3, is used to account for
this. We select some bivariate characteristics for the social background. The given pairs
of categorical variables are visualized as biplots.

In figure 4.8 the degree of dependence for ’Child neglect’ and ’Marital status’ is visu-
alized. In the realization of Lilleby a child neglected resident is more likely to be single
and less likely to be married. The assumption is confirmed in the biplot. The degree of
dependence for ’Child neglect’ and ’Disability’ is presented in figure 4.9 and confirms that
a disabled resident is most likely to also have been child neglected. Figure 4.10 shows the
degree of dependence for ’Education’ and ’Gender’. The biplot confirms that males are
more likely to have high school as their highest level of education and females more likely
to have either lower or higher level of University as their highest level of education. In
figure 4.11 the degree of dependence for ’Income’ and ’Age’ confirms that the income
level increases with age. At age 15-19 one is more likely to have income level 1 as as-
sumed. The degree of dependence for ’Loneliness’ and ’Disability’ is visualized in figure
4.12. A disabled resident is more likely to also find themself lonely corresponding to the
assumptions made while sampling.

Figure 4.13 includes ’Child neglect’ and ’Age’. They interact through one step of
variables. At age 15-19 one is more likely to experience child neglect according to the
biplot. In figure 4.14 the variables ’Education’ and ’Age’ are interacting through two steps
of variables. The degree of dependence is overall weak except from the natural strong
degree of dependence in age 15-19 having high school as the highest level of education.
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Single Cohabitation Married

Child neglected

Not child neglected

1.64 1.07 0.36

0.98 1 1.02

Figure 4.8: Degree of dependence for ’Child neglect’ and ’Marital status’, ρ̃u1c4 .

Child neglected Not child neglected

Disable

Not disable

5.28 0.82

0.79 1.01

Figure 4.9: Degree of dependence for ’Disability’ and ’Child neglect’, ρ̃u2u1 .
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Male Female

N/A

Elementary school

High school

University − lower level

University − higher level

0.96 0.91

1.04 1.01

1.15 1.07

0.92 0.96

0.89 0.95

Figure 4.10: Degree of dependence for ’Education’ and ’Gender’, ρ̃u3c5 .

Age 15−19 Age 20−39 Age 40−49 Age 50−69 Age 70+

Income level 1

Income level 2

Income level 3

Income level 4

Income level 5

1.42 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.66

1.22 0.81 0.8 0.78 0.8

0.98 1 0.97 1 1

0.74 1.29 1.31 1.29 1.33

0.52 1.39 1.4 1.35 1.38

Figure 4.11: Degree of dependence for ’Income’ and ’Age’, ρ̃u4c3 .
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Disable Not disable

Lonely

Not lonely

1.2 1

0.94 1

Figure 4.12: Degree of dependence for ’Loneliness’ and ’Disability’, ρ̃u5u2 .

Age 15−19 Age 20−39 Age 40−49 Age 50−69 Age 70+

Child neglected

Not child neglected

1.58 1.1 0.95 0.78 1.07

0.97 1 1 1 1.01

Figure 4.13: Degree of dependence for ’Child neglect’ and ’Age’, ρ̃u1c3 .
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Age 15−19 Age 20−39 Age 40−49 Age 50−69 Age 70+

N/A

Elementary school

High school

University − lower level

University − higher level

0 1.03 0.96 0.98 1.07

1.39 0.99 1.01 0.99 1.01

2.57 1.01 1 0.99 1

0 1.01 1.01 1 1.01

0 0.99 0.98 1 1

Figure 4.14: Degree of dependence for ’Education’ and ’Age’, ρ̃u3c3 .

Spiritual Situation

The following has been accounted for in the simulation: If a person defines themself as a
personal Christian the person is also assumed to believe in God. We select some bivari-
ate characteristics for the spiritual situation. The given pairs of categorical variables are
visualized as biplots.

In figure 4.15 the degree of dependence is visualized for ’Belief in God’ and ’Cultural
origin’. Residents of origin 2 (Middle and South of Europe and South America), origin
3 (East of Europe and North of Asia) and origin 5 (Africa and The Near East) are more
likely to believe in the Abrahamic God. A resident of origin 4 (The Far East) is less
likely to believe in the Abrahamic God because the common religions in the Far East
are Buddhism and Hinduism. These assumptions are confirmed in the biplot. Figure
4.16 presents the degree of dependence for ’Personal Christian’ and ’Marital status’. A
personal Christian is less likely to live in cohabitation, as assumed. Figure 4.17 shows
that the degree of dependence for ’Church activity’ and ’Loneliness’ is overall weak. Still
a resident that do attend church weekly is a little less likely to find themself lonely. The
degree of dependence for ’Bible usage’ and ’Personal Christian’, visualized in figure 4.18,
primarily reflects that less people define themselves as personal Christians in Lilleby than
the marginal probabilities assume. Residents in general do not read the Bible frequently.

Figure 4.19 includes ’Personal Christian’ and ’Age’. They interact through one step of
variables. In figure 4.20 the variables ’Bible usage’ and ’District’ are interacting through
two steps of variables. In both biplots the degree of dependence is weak.
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Origin 1 Origin 2 Origin 3 Origin 4 Origin 5

Do not believe in God

Do believe in God

1 0.9 0.91 1.6 0.94

1 1.16 1.19 0 1.09

Figure 4.15: Degree of dependence for ’Belief in God’ and ’Cultural origin’, ρ̃s1c2 .

Single Cohabitation Married

Not personal Christian

Personal Christian

2.14 2.42 2.12

0.47 0.33 0.46

Figure 4.16: Degree of dependence for ’Personal Christian’ and ’Marital status’, ρ̃s2c4 .
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Lonely Not lonely

Do not attend church weekly

Do attend church weekly

1.03 1.02

0.58 0.66

Figure 4.17: Degree of dependence for ’Church activity’ and ’Loneliness’, ρ̃s3u5 .

Not personal Christian Personal Christian

Never

Not so often

Some times a year

Once a month

Once a week

Every day

2.46 0.39

2.52 0.4

2.58 0.41

1.77 0.29

1.6 0.27

1.02 0.16

Figure 4.18: Degree of dependence for ’Bible usage’ and ’Personal Christian’, ρ̃s4s2 .
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Age 15−19 Age 20−39 Age 40−49 Age 50−69 Age 70+

Not personal Christian

Personal Christian

2.2 2.23 2.21 2.14 2.14

0.43 0.43 0.43 0.45 0.48

Figure 4.19: Degree of dependence for ’Personal Christian’ and ’Age’, ρ̃s2c3 .

West South North East

Never

Not so often

Some times a year

Once a month

Once a week

Every day

1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05

1.08 1.06 1.07 1.09

1.1 1.12 1.1 1.11

0.77 0.82 0.74 0.75

0.72 0.7 0.69 0.69

0.46 0.41 0.45 0.43

Figure 4.20: Degree of dependence for ’Bible usage’ and ’District’, ρ̃s4c1 .
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Summary

The biplots of some of the interactions defined in equation (4.1) confirms that dependence
exists in the realization of Lilleby. Hence, the dependence accounted for while sampling
is reflected in Lilleby. Naturally the degree of dependence between variables interacting
through one or two steps is weak, if at all existing. It is important to keep in mind that the
reflected dependence might come from spurious relationships. Still, the overall evaluation
of the simulated realization of Lilleby is that the residents follow the assumptions made
on dependence in the sampling.
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Chapter 5

Lilleby Monitor

The realized population of Lilleby is ready to participate in a statistical survey with ques-
tionnaires. The formal regulations concerning the collection of data in real life studies is
accounted for and the questionnaire is made. A stratified sample of respondents is desired
in order to obtain representative, valid and reliable responses for the response data. We
introduce the concept of stratification and derive a likelihood model with a correspond-
ing posterior model to deal with bias correction. Proportion estimators are derived. The
questionnaire is distributed to a representative and stratified sample of Lilleby. The re-
sponse sample is evaluated by its sensitivity to the stratification and bias correction by the
comparison of proportion estimates.

5.1 Collection and Correction of Data
The design of the experiment and questionnaire is usually time-consuming and the pro-
cess is described in the following. Also the formal regulations concerning permission and
confidentiality in real life studies is accounted for. The questionnaire is made and the cor-
rection models are derived, as well as the proportion estimators. Additionally, a measure
of the goodness of fit is introduced.

5.1.1 Collection of Data
The collection of data in real life studies is subject to formal regulations and it is essential
to keep the privacy of each respondent. The data collection includes a random sample of
respondents, an information note for the potential respondents, a questioning strategy and
the questionnaire itself (Johannessen, Tufte, and Christoffersen, 2016).

Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD, 2020) contributes to and shares research
data by ensuring open access and making opportunities for research by offering their sup-
port and information.
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Privacy

The formal regulations concerning permission and confidentiality depends on what kind
of data the questionnaire asks for. According to NSD (2019a) a project should be notified
to NSD by a Notification Form if it includes personal data and/or if the processing of data,
either personal or anonymous, is done electronically. A Notification Form is required even
if the data is not to be published.

Personal data means that a person is either indirectly or directly identifiable by the
information left in the questionnaire. An indirectly identifiable respondent might or might
not be traced based on what they answers. On the contrary, a directly identifiable respon-
dent would have been asked to leave some kind of unique ID.

An anonymous respondent cannot be identified because the data contain no informa-
tion that directly or indirectly identify them. A study including only anonymous respon-
dents do not need to be notified in the first place. Still, if the processing of the anonymous
data such as collecting, storing, sharing and publishing is done electronically the project
must be notified.

A research institution might have its own agreements with NSD concerning the Notifi-
cation Form. In addition, it is important to make a data processor agreement in advance if
the supplier of the online survey is not affiliated with the research institution (NSD, 2018).

In 2018 EUs General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) took effect in Norway. In
addition to handle the Notification Form, NSD also makes sure that the proposed project
fulfills the GDPR by a process called DPIA. Each research institution is also required to
make sure that their projects fulfill the GDPR but this is often done in cooperation with
NSD.

As long as the respondent has given their consent there are few restrictions on which
questions that are allowed to ask. The exceptions are questions opposing the respondents
confidentiality, questions involving a third party and questions not following the guidelines
defined by NESH (2015).

Sample Design

Segmentation of respondents is important in order to obtain representative, valid and reli-
able data. The segmentation precludes systematic bias of the collected data. The quality
of the sample of respondents depends on the stratification used. To ensure that the strat-
ification is of high quality it is sensible to use an already existing panel when collecting
answers. Two recognized panels in Norway are KANTAR (2020) and CINT (2020). The
downside is the high expenses that follow because of the amount of work put into ensuring
a sample of high quality.

Information Note

The information note requests participation from the potential respondents and presents
information about the study such as its goal and terms of privacy. It is important that
the study is presented in such a way that the potential respondent is inspired to participate.
Then the note should explain the procedure to follow if the respondent wants to participate.
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The note must also follow the guidelines for research ethics in the social sciences, the hu-
manities, law and theology defined by The National Committee for Research Ethics in the
Social Sciences and the Humanities (NESH, 2015). NSD (2019b) offers and recommends
a template for the information note.

Questioning Strategy

The quantitative approach of data collection is the questionnaire. A questionnaire yields
standardized answers which makes it possible to generalize the results. The weakness
compared to a qualitative approach is that once the responses are collected no more in-
formation can be added. Hence, the most important part of the data collection using a
questionnaire is developing a questioning strategy to define each question to be included
in the questionnaire.

Making a complete questionnaire involves different stages. Start out with creativity
combined with inspiration from already existing questionnaires. This is part of developing
the questioning strategy. Find a structure and decide on the order of the questions. At last
decide on the layout. Let a few people test the questionnaire to see if the questions make
sense.

The most important aspects to consider when developing the questioning strategy, ac-
cording to Johannessen, Tufte, and Christoffersen (2016):

• Every question should be relevant and unequivocal.

• Each question should have an easy and clear formulation and the way to respond
should be intuitive.

• If the question requires an answer presented by a scale the different levels of the
scale should be mutual exclusive and well-explained.

• Loaded questions, meaning that a question prefers one answer above another, should
be avoided. This is to ensure that the respondent gives an answer that is as subjective
as possible.

• By nature the respondent will have an unconscious need to present themself in the
best social acceptable manner as possible. The questions should avoid the urge for
the respondent to do this.

• Where to place the questions regarding the respondents background information
must be considered carefully. If included in the beginning they might affect the
following answers but at the same time they could function as a warm-up for the
respondent.

• The questions should be complementary but not too many. They should all together
answer the goal of the study.

• The questionnaire itself should be self-explaining and the layout should be universal
such that anyone is able to participate.
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5.1.2 The Questionnaire
The questionnaire used to collect data in Lilleby is called ’The Social and Spiritual Situa-
tion in Lilleby’ and is found in appendix A. The questions collect information on each of
the variables included in the realized Lilleby population.

Data collection in real life studies deals with two major types of correction. Firstly,
stratification is crucial in order to obtain representative responses. Stratification means
that the questionnaire is distributed to a representative sample of Lilleby segmented by
the variables ’Gender’, ’Age’ and ’District’, concerning question 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Stratification is enforced when the questionnaires are distributed to a subset of residents of
Lilleby. But some gender, age groups or districts might be over- or underrepresented in the
sample of respondents. To correct for the potential skewness, the stratification variables
are weighted to restore the correct stratification in the responses. Secondly, correction is
made due to the effect of the questioning ambiguity and the potential prejudices in the
responses caused by the subjective interpretation of the questions.

We consider the questioning strategy developed in the preceding section. Questions
regarding the respondents background information used for stratification are assumed to
be well-defined and unbiased. Comments on the assumptions are listed in the following:

• Question 1: A person’s biological gender is either male or female. The gender
variable is assumed to be well-defined with two mutual exclusive categories.

• Question 2: The age groups are mutual exclusive and each group is defined such
that it includes residents with a similar life situation. The question restricts the
questionnaire to respondents from age 15 to 70+. Hence, the questionnaire is not
distributed to children under the age of 15. The age variable is assumed to be well-
defined.

• Question 3: A resident of Lilleby is currently living in either one district or another
according to their permanent address. The district variable is assumed to be well-
defined with four mutual exclusive categories.

The questions regarding the stratification variables are placed in the beginning of the
questionnaire and hence function as a warm-up session. The order of the questions is
considered carefully to avoid any effect on the current answer from the preceding ones.
The question formulations are as clear as possible and loaded questions are avoided. There
exist an urge to present oneself in the best social acceptable manner. This causes a potential
bias in the answer. Comments are made on the questions where bias might occur and hence
correction is needed. The comments are listed in the following:

• Question 4: The country where the respondent’s mother were raised might link the
respondent to a history of humiliation or a unpopular political opinion among other
things. Some bias might occur within the variable of origin because of this.

• Question 5: A respondent or their partner might have children from previous re-
lationships. The result might be some bias in the variable of number of children
caused by a person’s subjective definition of whom to be their children. The bias is
assumed to skew the answers in both directions.
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• Question 6: A person’s marital status reflects a lifestyle. Some people might value
to be in a lifelong relationship and wants to portray themselves as married. People
who are engaged might also answer that they are married. Hence, some bias is
assumed to occur in the variable of a respondent’s current situation when it comes
to marital status. A higher proportion is assumed to answer that they live together
with their husband/wife.

• Question 7: A person’s level of education has become a measure of success in
Norway. A higher level of education is linked to a higher intellectual and even
social status. Hence, we assume some bias in the education level variable because
of answers being skewed to the higher education levels.

• Question 8: The same urge applies to a person’s income level since being wealthy is
synonymous to a higher level of success in life. Some bias is assumed in the income
level variable as well, with the answers being skewed to the higher income levels.
We also assume some bias because of answers being skewed to a lower income level.
People tend to avoid the extreme outcomes and gather around the average.

• Question 9: If a person receives a disability benefit he or she might not be open
about it because of the stigma connected to not being able to work for a living. Bias
may occur in the disability variable because more people will answer that they do
not receive a disability benefit even though they do.

• Question 10: In some cases people might suppress incidents that happened to them
in their childhood. Some bias might occur in the child neglect variable as a result
of this. A person might not know if he or she ever experienced to be neglected as a
child but the expected proportion to answer that they do not know is small.

• Question 11: When it comes to loneliness it is hard to put a limit for when you are
lonely or not. The question seeks to find the respondents that subjectively experience
a feeling of loneliness as a part of their everyday life. Still there is a chance that more
people will answer that they feel lonely quite often. At the same time people might
want to portray themselves in a better light. A respondent might find it hard to
decide whether they feel lonely on a regular basis or not and hence a relative huge
proportion is assumed to say that they do not know. Hence, some bias is assumed to
occur in the loneliness variable.

• Question 12: A person might want to portray themself as dutiful on the one hand or
show disapproval on the other hand when it comes to reading the Bible. The variable
of Bible usage might contain some bias because of this.

• Question 13: Inaccurate answers might occur because of a person’s wish to either
portray themself as dutiful on the one hand or show disapproval on the other hand.
Still most bias is assumed to be a result of people answering that they attend church
weekly, while in practice they attend church less frequently.

• Question 14: Some people do not know if they believe in a monotheistic God or
even if there is something more to the world than what we can actually see. Bias
may occur regarding belief in God if people have not made up their minds yet.
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• Question 15: People might not know if they define themselves as a Christian with a
personal relationship with God or not. Hence, some bias is assumed to occur in the
personal Christian variable.

5.1.3 Correction Models
The many regards concerning the collection of data in real life studies must be accounted
for in the processing and interpretation of the responses to the questionnaire. Stratification
is introduced and the psychological aspects of answering a questionnaire such as potential
prejudices is expressed in mathematical terms by a likelihood model. The bias caused by
prejudices is corrected by a corresponding posterior model.

Stratification Model

The questionnaire is distributed to a representative and stratified sample of Lilleby inhab-
itants of size n. The sample is stratified by the variables ’Gender’, ’Age’ and ’District’;
called the stratification variables. The sample of size n is denoted by x = [x1, ..., xn] ∈ ΩX
and the stratification variables take on the following sample space and corresponding
marginal distribution:

• xG ∈ ΩXG
: p(xG; pG); pG = (pG1 , p

G
2 ),

• xA ∈ ΩXA
: p(xA; pA); pA = (pA1 , ..., p

A
5 ),

• xD ∈ ΩXD
: p(xD; pD); pD = (pD1 , ..., p

D
4 ).

The collection of actual observations is the response of n∗ ≤ n inhabitants and the
sample is collected in x∗ = [x∗1, ..., x∗n∗ ]. Since we do not control the population response,
these n∗ answers may not be stratified with respect to the stratification variables. Some
gender, age groups or districts might be over- or underrepresented causing skewness in
the observations. The number of returned questionnaires within each combination of the
stratification variables is denoted by n∗ijk, for i = 1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4. To correct
for the skewness each possible combination of the stratification variables is assigned a
weight, wijk.

To determine the weights we solve the following minimization problem:

wijk = min
wijk

{∑
ijk

(wijk − 1)2

}
, (5.1)

given by the i+ j + k equality constraints:∑
jk

wijkn
∗
ijk = n∗pGi ; i = 1, 2,

∑
ik

wijkn
∗
ijk = n∗pAj ; j = 1, ..., 5,∑

ij

wijkn
∗
ijk = n∗pDk ; k = 1, ..., 4,
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with ∑
ijk

n∗ijk = n∗.

The equality constraints yield a system of eleven linearly dependent equations. Hence,
the system is reduced by the two equations for j = 5 and k = 4, resulting in the following
system of nine linearly independent equality constraints:∑

jk

wijkn
∗
ijk = n∗pGi ; i = 1, 2,

∑
ik

wijkn
∗
ijk = n∗pAj ; j = 1, ..., 4,∑

ij

wijkn
∗
ijk = n∗pDk ; k = 1, ..., 3.

The minimization problem can now be solved by using Lagrange multipliers. The
notation is inspired by Nocedal and Wright (2006). A Lagrange multiplier is a scalar
quantity, λm, introduced for each constraint, wherem = 1, ..., 9. The Lagrangian function
is defined by:

L(w,λ) =
∑
ijk

(wijk − 1)2 −
2∑

m=1

λm
(∑
jk

wijkn
∗
ijk − n∗pGi

)
−

6∑
m=3

λm
(∑
ik

wijkn
∗
ijk − n∗pAj

)
−

9∑
m=7

λm
(∑
ij

wijkn
∗
ijk − n∗pDk

)
,

where w = (w111, w211, w121, w221, ..., w254) and λ = (λ1, ..., λ9). The necessary op-
timality conditions for the Lagrangian function require that ∇L(w∗,λ∗) = 0, where
w∗ = (w∗111, ..., w

∗
254) and the vector λ∗ = (λ∗1, ..., λ

∗
9) are the solution candidates to

the minimization problem. The sufficient optimality conditions require that ∇2L(w∗,λ∗)
is positive definite.

The set of w∗ijk, for i = 1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4, are the weights corresponding
to each possible combination of the stratification variables. The weights are assigned to
their corresponding element in x∗ to correct for the skewness in the observations.

Likelihood Model

The urge to present ourselves in the best social acceptable manner causes a potential bias
in the answers to the questionnaire. Comments are made on the potential bias in the
preceding section and the effect is now expressed in mathematical terms.

The observations in x∗ = [x∗1, ..., x∗n∗ ] can be expressed by their likelihood denoted by
p(x∗i | xi), where xi are the correct states of the person i. The answers of the stratification
variables ’Gender’, ’Age’ and ’District’ are assumed to be correct.

The likelihood model assumes that each answer for a particular person, x∗j , for j =
1, ..., 15, does not depend on the other answers. The total likelihood for the person is
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given by:

p(x∗ | x) =

15∏
j=1

p(x∗j | xj).

We parametrize the likelihood function by deviations from the correct answer. Poten-
tial bias to the answer, x∗j , is represented by deviance from the correct state of the person,
xj , by a parameter of deviance denoted by αt ∈ R[0,1], for t = 1, ..., kxj

. Let kxj
be the

number of outcomes for the given variable, xj . The likelihood, p(x∗j | xj), is expressed by
a matrix of dimension kxj

× kxj
. Respondents are assumed to tend to avoid the extreme

outcomes of the given variable and gather around the average.
The likelihood model, if kxj = 3, is expressed in matrix form as:

p(x∗j | xj) =


1 2 3

1 1− α1 α1 0

2 0 1 0

3 0 α3 1− α3

,
where the rows correspond to xj and the columns to x∗j . Note that 0 < αt < 1. For
α1 = α3 = 0 the answer correctly reflects the truth.

The independence assumed between each x∗j results in the following expression for
the posterior distribution of the correct states of a person, x, given the answers, x∗:

p(x | x∗) =
p(x)p(x∗ | x)

p(x∗)
=

15∏
j=1

p(xj)p(x
∗
j | xj)

p(x∗j )
=

15∏
j=1

p(xj | x∗j ), (5.2)

where p(x) =

15∏
j=1

p(xj) is the prior distribution for the correct states of a person.

The corresponding prior model for the case when kxj = 3 is assumed to be uniformly
distributed, hence p(xj) = 1

kxj
:

p(xj) =

1 1
3

2 1
3

3 1
3

.
The posterior distribution for a given variable, x∗j , is by Bayes rule:

p(xj | x∗j ) =
p(xj)p(x

∗
j | xj)∑

xj∈ΩXj
p(xj)p(x∗j | xj)

, (5.3)
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where the sum is over all outcomes for xj . Hence, the posterior model for kxj = 3 can be
calculated from the fully specified matrix p(x∗j | xj) and vector p(xj):

p(xj | x∗j ) =


1 2 3

1 1 0 0

2 α1

1+α1+α3

1
1+α1+α3

α3

1+α1+α3

3 0 0 1

.
The posterior is found for each variable. The posterior for each person is found by

equation (5.2). Hence, the potential ambiguity or bias in the responses caused by preju-
dices are corrected by the posterior model.

The parameter of deviance, αt, for t = 1, ..., kxj , represents the potential bias to an
answer. The prejudices are caused by the subjective interpretation of the questions, the
urge to present oneself in the best social acceptable manner and the fact that people tend
to avoid the extreme outcomes and gather around the average. Consequently, it is diffi-
cult to assess αt. Affirmatively, a search for relevant literature on the psychology behind
answering a questionnaire yields lacking information. Especially for questionnaires con-
cerning social factors. Further attempts are encouraged to quantify potential bias caused
by prejudices such that more realistic values may be found.

5.1.4 Proportion Estimators
The response sample is collected in x∗ = [x∗1, ..., x∗n∗ ]. Each response, x∗s for s = 1, ..., n∗,
contains x∗s(ijk) for the stratification variables, where i = 1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4,
and x∗s(l) for the additional variables, where l = 4, ..., 15. The response sample is evalu-
ated by its sensitivity to stratification and bias correction. The sensitivity is measured by
different proportion estimators.

Let L denote the variables l from 4, ..., 15. Hence, L = {l4, ..., l15}. Consider a
set of variables H ⊂ L, e.g. H = {l4, l7}, where xH = (xl4 , xl7) denotes the pair of
variables of interest. We estimate the proportion of the population where the responses
x∗H = (x∗s(l4), x

∗
s(l7)) correspond to xH for every respondent s = 1, ..., n∗. The proportion

estimator is denoted by px∗H=xH and is derived for four different approaches to the response
sample.

Naive Estimator

The naive approach assumes that the respondents answer is the correct state of the per-
son for every respondent s, where s = 1, ..., n∗. Hence, neither stratification nor bias
correction is applied. The naive estimator is given by:

p∗x∗H=xH
=

1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

I(x∗s(H) = xH) =
1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

I(x∗s(l4) = xl4)I(x∗s(l7) = xl7).
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Stratified Estimator

The stratified approach only takes stratification into account to correct the response sample.
Each observation in x∗ is assigned a corresponding weight, w∗s(ijk) for s = 1, ..., n∗; i =
1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4, to correct for the skewness in the responses caused by the
lack of stratification in the response sample. The stratified estimator is given by:

p̃x∗H=xH =
1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

w∗s(ijk)I(x∗s(H) = xH) =
1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

w∗s(ijk)I(x∗s(l4) = xl4)I(x∗s(l7) = xl7).

Bias Corrected Estimator

We apply the posterior model to the response sample to correct for the psychological bias
that might occur when answering a questionnaire. The bias corrected approach corrects for
the prejudices in the response sample by including the posterior, p(xs(H) = xH | x∗s(H)),
for every respondent s = 1, ..., n∗; where xs(H) is the correct state of the person. The bias
corrected estimator is given by:

p̂x∗H=xH =
1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

p(xs(H) = xH | x∗s(H))

=
1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

p(xs(l4) = xl4 | x∗s(l4))p(xs(l7) = xl7 | x∗s(l7)).

Stratified and Bias Corrected Estimator

The stratified and bias corrected estimator corrects for both stratification and potential
prejudices, where s = 1, ..., n∗; i = 1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4. The estimator is given
by:

ˆ̃px∗H=xH =
1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

w∗s(ijk)p(xs(H) = xH | x∗s(H))

=
1

n∗

n∗∑
s=1

w∗s(ijk)p(xs(l4) = xl4 | x∗s(l4))p(xs(l7) = xl7 | x∗s(l7)).

5.1.5 Goodness of Fit
To indicate whether a proportion estimate is a good fit or not we introduce a measure for
the deviance of multiple estimated proportion estimates from the true value. In our case the
true value is the Lilleby proportion. Let b = 1, ...,m, where m is the number of simulated
response samples.

According to James et al. (2017), the mean squared error (MSE) is the most commonly-
used measure. The MSE is a metric to quantify the goodness of fit of a model. To simplify
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the notation let p be the true Lilleby proportion and p̂b, for b = 1, ...,m, be the proportion
estimates for the relevant approach. Then the MSE is found by:

MSE =
1

m

m∑
b=1

(p− p̂b)2.

The MSE is small if the m proportion estimates are close to the true Lilleby proportion
and large if some of them are far away.

The root mean squared error (RMSE) allows for easier interpretation because of its
applicable scale, which makes it possible to compare the overall goodness of fit between
the different types of proportion estimates. The RMSE is found by taking the square root
of the MSE:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

m

m∑
b=1

(p− p̂b)2. (5.4)

The RMSE evaluates whether the given proportion estimates are centered close to the true
Lilleby proportion or not. Penalty is added when the spread in the proportion estimates
increases.

5.2 The Survey of Lilleby
The questionnaire ’The Social and Spiritual Situation in Lilleby’ in appendix A is dis-
tributed to a representative and stratified sample of residents from the realized Lilleby
population. The many regards concerning the collection of data in real life studies are
accounted for in the sampling of the responses to the questionnaire. The stratification
model is used to correct for over- or under-representation of respondents according to
stratification groups. To correct for potential prejudices we apply the posterior model to
the responses. The proportion estimates are used to evaluate the response sample by its
sensitivity to the stratification and bias correction.

5.2.1 Collection
The questionnaire is distributed to a sample of n = 1000 residents of the realized Lilleby
population by drawing a random but stratified sample of Lilleby. The sample is strat-
ified by the stratification variables ’Gender’, ’Age’ and ’District’. Hence, the number
of residents, nijk, is equal in each combination of the stratification variables, for i =
1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4. Within each group of stratification variables we specify a
corresponding probability that a resident in the given group actually respond to the ques-
tionnaire, p∗ijk ∈ [0.5, 0.9]. We assume that an elderly person is more likely to answer
the questionnaire than a younger person. People between the age of 40-49 is assumed to
have a busy lifestyle and hence to be the less frequent group of respondents. Based on
the given p∗ijk a random sample of actual respondents within the corresponding group is
drawn. The collection of the actual observations is the response of n∗ ≤ n residents where
n∗ =

∑
ijk n

∗
ijk, for i = 1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4, and n∗ijk is the actual number of
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respondents within each stratification group. We apply the likelihood to account for the
bias caused by the psychological aspects of answering a questionnaire. The likelihood,
p(x∗l | xl) for l = 4, .., 15, is parametrized by deviations from the correct answer by
αt ∈ [0.05, 0.3], for t = 1, ..., kxl

. Each αt is assigned a value based on the preceding
comments made on the potential bias regarding each question in the questionnaire. The
corresponding likelihood is applied to every variable except from the stratification vari-
ables. Hence, every variable for each person contains the persons actual answer to the
question. The response sample is collected in x∗ = [x∗1, ..., x∗n∗ ].

5.2.2 Stratification
Some gender, age groups or districts might be over- or under-represented in the response
sample, x∗. To correct for the potential skewness, the stratification variables are weighted
to restore stratification of the responses. The marginal distributions of the stratification
variables, pG,pA and pD, and the number of respondents within each stratification group,
n∗ijk for i = 1, 2; j = 1, ..., 5; k = 1, ..., 4, is used to determine the corresponding weights,
w∗ijk. This is done by solving the minimization problem in equation (5.1) by Lagrange
multipliers.

5.2.3 Bias Correction
The likelihood model is used in the sampling of the response sample to account for poten-
tial prejudices. We calculate the posterior model using the given marginal distribution as
prior, p(xl), and the likelihood, p(x∗l | xl) for l = 4, .., 15. The posterior, p(xl | x∗l ), is
now given by equation (5.3) for a given variable, xl.

5.2.4 Proportion Estimates
We measure the sensitivity of the responses in x∗ to stratification and bias correction by
the four different proportion estimators. This is done for the following outcomes of either
a single variable or a given set of variables:

Single Outcomes Pairs of Outcomes
Origin 1 Married and age 20-39
1 child Not child neglected and not disabled
Married Do believe in God and origin 5
University - higher level High school and male
Child neglected Lonely and not disabled
Do not believe in God Personal Christian and married
Not disabled
Lonely

Note that the prior distribution, p(x), used in the calculation of the posterior model is
the marginal distribution of x. Thus, the proportion estimates for the single outcomes are
less interesting. We focus our discussion on the evaluation of the pairs of outcomes.
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Histograms

We simulatem = 100 response samples and calculate the four proportion estimates for the
relevant single outcomes and pairs of outcomes for each response sample. The m naive,
stratified, bias corrected as well as the stratified and bias corrected proportion estimates
are plotted as histograms for each single outcome and pair of outcomes. The histograms
for the relevant single outcomes are found in figure 5.1 through 5.8. The histograms for
the relevant pairs of outcomes are found in figure 5.9 through 5.14. The true Lilleby
proportion is also plotted.

The sensitivity of the response sample to the stratification and bias correction is visu-
alized in the histograms. The different proportion estimates are evaluated by whether they
are centered away from or close to the true Lilleby proportion. We also evaluate the spread
around the center for a given proportion estimate.

We consider one example. Histograms of the m naive, stratified, bias corrected as well
as the stratified and bias corrected proportion estimates for the pair of outcomes ’Not child
neglected and not disabled’ are presented in figure 5.10. The naive proportion estimate is
centered farthest away from the true Lilleby proportion while the stratified proportion es-
timate is centered closer to the true Lilleby proportion. Bias correction critically draws the
proportion estimate closer to the true Lilleby proportion. The stratified and bias corrected
proportion estimate is centered closest to the true Lilleby proportion. The spread is larger
for the stratified proportion estimate than for the naive proportion estimate. Bias correc-
tion decreases the spread. Hence, the stratified and bias corrected proportion estimate has
a spread that is larger than for the bias corrected proportion estimate.

We look at the overall sensitivity to the correction models in the histograms. The bias
correction model effectively makes sure that the proportion estimate is centered closer to
the true Lilleby proportion. The stratification model corrects for skewness but causes a
larger spread in the proportion estimate.
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Figure 5.1: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as well
as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’Origin 1’.
The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.2: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as well
as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’Married’.
The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.3: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as well
as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’1 child’.
The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.4: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as well
as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’University
- higher level’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.5: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as well
as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’Neglect’.
The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.6: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as
well as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’Do not
believe in God’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as
well as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’Not
disabled’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.8: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as well
as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the single outcome ’Lonely’.
The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.9: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as well
as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the pair of outcomes ’Married
and age 20-39’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.10: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as
well as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the pair of outcomes ’Not
child neglected and not disabled’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.11: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as
well as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the pair of outcomes ’Do
believe in God and origin 5’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.12: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue) as
well as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the pair of outcomes ’High
school and male’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.13: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue)
as well as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the pair of outcomes
’Lonely and not disabled’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical line.
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Figure 5.14: Histograms of the m = 100 naive (pink), stratified (green), bias corrected (blue)
as well as the stratified and bias corrected (yellow) proportion estimates for the pair of outcomes
’Personal Christian and married’. The true Lilleby proportion (grey) is represented by a vertical
line.
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Centering and Spread

The centering of the m proportion estimates for each of the four types and the correspond-
ing spread is presented in table 5.1 and 5.2 for the relevant single outcomes and pairs of
outcomes, respectively. We focus on the latter.

The naive proportion estimates and the stratified proportion estimates are systemati-
cally centered away from the true Lilleby proportion. Each stratified and bias corrected
proportion estimate is centered closest to the true Lilleby proportion compared to the bias
corrected proportion estimate. The spread increases when stratification is applied to the
naive proportion estimates. Furthermore, the spread is always larger in the stratified and
bias corrected proportion estimates than in the bias corrected proportion estimates.

Lilleby Naive Stratified Bias Corrected Stratified and
Bias Corrected

Origin 1 0.910 0.924(0.009) 0.928(0.012) 0.916(0.009) 0.920(0.012)
Married 0.397 0.431(0.018) 0.492(0.023) 0.345(0.014) 0.394(0.018)
1 child 0.108 0.259(0.018) 0.258(0.021) 0.110(0.007) 0.110(0.008)

University (Higher Level) 0.184 0.201(0.014) 0.243(0.019) 0.154(0.011) 0.187(0.014)
Child neglected 0.041 0.037(0.007) 0.034(0.008) 0.045(0.007) 0.042(0.008)

Do not believe in God 0.630 0.564(0.019) 0.576(0.023) 0.626(0.016) 0.639(0.019)
Not disabled 0.950 0.968(0.007) 0.973(0.009) 0.953(0.007) 0.958(0.009)

Lonely 0.211 0.142(0.013) 0.146(0.016) 0.205(0.012) 0.209(0.015)

Table 5.1: The centering of proportion estimates with its spread for m = 100 response samples for
the relevant single outcomes.

Lilleby Naive Stratified Bias Corrected Stratified and
Bias Corrected

Married / Age 20-39 0.104 0.076(0.010) 0.145(0.016) 0.061(0.008) 0.116(0.013)
Not child neglected / Not disabled 0.920 0.891(0.011) 0.899(0.014) 0.916(0.009) 0.923(0.011)

Do believe in God / Origin 5 0.008 0.005(0.003) 0.005(0.004) 0.007(0.003) 0.008(0.004)
High School / Male 0.160 0.187(0.012) 0.159(0.015) 0.172(0.009) 0.152(0.011)

Lonely / Not disabled 0.199 0.137(0.013) 0.140(0.015) 0.195(0.012) 0.198(0.014)
Personal Christian / Married 0.126 0.120(0.012) 0.138(0.015) 0.104(0.010) 0.119(0.012)

Table 5.2: The centering of proportion estimates with its spread for m = 100 response samples for
the relevant pairs of outcomes.

Root Mean Squared Error

Table 5.3 and 5.4 present the RMSE found by equation (5.4) for the relevant single out-
comes and pairs of outcomes, respectively. We focus on the latter.

The naive proportion estimates and the stratified proportion estimates have a RMSE
that is systematically worse than for the bias corrected proportion estimates and the strat-
ified and bias corrected proportion estimates. We compare the bias corrected proportion
estimates to the stratified and bias corrected proportion estimates by their RMSE. The
number of proportion estimates with the smallest RMSE for these two types are even.
Thus, it is not possible to conclude whether the bias corrected proportion estimate or the
stratified and bias corrected proportion estimate is the overall best fit.
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Lilleby Naive Stratified Bias Corrected Stratified and
Bias Corrected

Origin 1 0 0.017 0.023 0.011 0.016
Married 0 0.039 0.098 0.054 0.018
1 child 0 0.152 0.152 0.007 0.008

University (Higher Level) 0 0.022 0.062 0.032 0.015
Child neglected 0 0.008 0.010 0.008 0.008

Do not believe in God 0 0.069 0.059 0.017 0.021
Not disabled 0 0.019 0.025 0.007 0.012

Lonely 0 0.070 0.067 0.014 0.015

Table 5.3: The root mean squared error of proportion estimates for m = 100 response samples for
the relevant single outcomes.

Lilleby Naive Stratified Bias Corrected Stratified and
Bias Corrected

Married / Age 20-39 0 0.030 0.044 0.044 0.018
Not child neglected / Not disabled 0 0.031 0.026 0.010 0.012

Do believe in God / Origin 5 0 0.004 0.005 0.003 0.004
High School / Male 0 0.029 0.015 0.015 0.013

Lonely / Not disabled 0 0.063 0.061 0.012 0.014
Personal Christian / Married 0 0.013 0.018 0.024 0.014

Table 5.4: The root mean squared error of proportion estimates for m = 100 response samples for
the relevant pairs of outcomes.

Summary

The bias correction model has major impact on the centering of the proportion estimate.
The centering can be further improved by stratification but on the expense of somewhat
larger spread.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

Lilleby is simulated with its residents and the responses to a questionnaire survey is mod-
elled. The residents of Lilleby are distributed according to an interaction model where
the variables included are inspired by Oslo Monitor 1.0. Oslo Monitor 1.0 is thoroughly
discussed and revised in the beginning of the thesis. The marginal distribution with cor-
responding parameters are defined for each variable. The concept of copulas is used to
derive the interaction model to account for the interplay among the variables. A sequential
simulation algorithm is used to sample the realizations. The simulated realizations are as-
sumed to be the true city of Lilleby. A questionnaire is then distributed to a representative
and stratified sample of the Lilleby population. The data collection deals with two major
types of correction. The stratification model corrects for over- or under-representation and
the posterior model corrects for potential prejudices in the responses. The response sample
is compared to the true Lilleby by proportion estimates.

Plots of the univariate and bivariate characteristics of the residents of Lilleby confirm
that the realized Lilleby reflects the marginal distributions from Oslo Monitor 1.0. Addi-
tionally, the dependence assumed to exist between the included variables while sampling
from the interaction model is reflected in Lilleby. Histograms are plotted and the center-
ing and spread are calculated to evaluate the sensitivity to the correction models in the
response sample. Bias correction has major impact on the centering of the proportion
estimate. The centering can be further improved by stratification but on the expense of
somewhat larger spread. The bias corrected proportion estimate compared to the stratified
and bias corrected proportion estimate by their RMSE calls them even. Still, the stratified
and bias corrected proportion estimate is centered closest to the true Lilleby proportion
compared to the bias corrected proportion estimate. Overall, the stratification model and,
especially, the bias correction model appear as effective tools to correct for skewness in
a response sample and to deal with the bias caused by potential prejudices in a statistical
survey including the subjectivity and unpredictable behaviour of humans.

A more extensive analysis of the interaction model can be done. The interaction model
can also be modified to include discrete and continuous variables as well as categorical
variables. The likelihood model can be expanded to include responses when indepen-
dence cannot be assumed. In addition, a thorough study should be made on how to avoid
prejudices in the responses caused by the psychological aspects of answering a question-
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naire.
To be able to apply statistics to problems arising in social science we need models that

can handle non-ordered, categorical variables. There is also a need for tools to correct for
the unpredictable nature of humans in the collection of data. As statisticians we possess a
valuable and requested knowledge that might be used to solve complex social problems.
We might contribute to make—not only a city better to live in for everybody—but even a
world that is better to live in for everybody.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire: The Social and Spiritual Situation in Lilleby
Dear resident of Lilleby. Thank you for participating in this 3-5 minutes survey and help-
ing us collect information about the social and spiritual situation in our city. Our goal is to
make Lilleby a better city to live in for everybody. Your answers will be processed anony-
mously and the privacy is according to the GDPR regulations. You are free to withdraw
your answers from the process at any given point without any explanation. Thank you!

General Characteristics

1. What is your gender?
� Male

� Female
2. Which age group do you belong to?

� 15-19

� 20-39

� 40-49

� 50-69

� 70+
3. Which district do you currently live in?

� West

� South

� North

� East
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4. Where was your mother raised?
� North of Europe including Norway and the Nordic countries as well as

North America and Oceania

� Middle of Europe, South of Europe and South America

� East of Europe and North of Asia including Russia among others

� The Far East including China, Korea, Japan, India and Thailand among
others

� Africa and The Near East including The Middle East, Iran, Afghanistan
and Turkey among others

5. How many children do you have?
� No children

� 1 child

� 2 children

� 3 children or more
6. Which of the following statements describes your current situation

most accurately?
� I am single or a widow/widower

� I am in a relationship but do NOT live together with my partner

� I live together with my partner

� I live together with my husband/wife

Social Background

7. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
� Not applicable

� Elementary school

� High school

� Less than 4 years of University

� 4 years or more of University

8. What income level in thousands of Norwegian Kroner (NOK) per year
do you belong to?
� 0-199

� 200-399

� 400-599

� 600-799

� 800+
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9. Are you prevented from working and therefore receive a disability benefit?
� Yes

� No
10. Have you ever received help from the Child Welfare because you were

neglected as a child?
� Yes

� No

� I don’t know
11. Do you often or every so often find yourself lonely?

� Yes

� No

� I don’t know

Spiritual Situation

12. How often do you read the Bible?
� Never

� Only when attending church for Christian holidays or celebrations

� Some times a year

� Once a month

� Once a week

� Every day

13. Do you attend a church at a weekly basis?
� Yes

� No
14. Do you believe in a monotheistic God?

� Yes

� No

� I don’t know
15. Do you define yourself as a Christian with a personal relationship with

God?
� Yes

� No

� I don’t know
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